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Abstract 
This report presents the results of an intercomparison of 
different mesoscale dispersion models and measured data of tracer 
experiments. The types ofmodels taking part in the intercom-
parison are Gaussian-type, numerical Eulerian, and Lagrangian 
dispersion models. They are suited for the calculation of the 
atmospherical transport of radionuclides released from a nuclear 
installation. 
For the model intercomparison artificial meteorological Situa-
tions were oefined and corresponding arithmetical problems were 
formulated. 
For the purpose of model validation real dispersion situations of 
tracer experiments were used as input data for model calcu-
lations; in these cases calculated and measured time-integrated 
concentrations close to the ground are compared. Finally a valu-
ation of the models concerning their efficiency in solving the 
problems is carried out by the aid of objective methods. 
Vergleichsrechnungen und Validierungsuntersuchungen mit 
atmosphärischen Ausbreitungsmodellen 
Kurzfas-sung 
In diesem Bericht werden die Ergebnisse vorgestellt, die aus 
einem Vergleich verschiedener mesoskaliger Ausbreitungs-
Rechenmodelle untereinander und mit experimentellen ~1eßer­
gebnissen hervorgehen. Bei den Modellen handelt es sich um 
Gauß-artige, numerische Euler- und Lagrange-Dispersionsmodelle, 
die für die Berechnung des atmosphärischen Radionuklidtransports 
nach Freisetzungen aus kerntechnischen Anlagen geeignet sind. Zum 
Vergleich der Modelle wurden einerseits künstliche meteorolo-
gische Situationen definiert und als Rechenaufgaben formuliert; 
andererseits wurden zum Zweck der Modellvalidierung echte Aus-
breitungssituationen von Tracerexperimenten als Aufgaben ge-
stellt. In diesen Fällen waren die berechneten und die gemessenen 
bodennahen Konzentrationen zu vergleichen. Abschließend erfolgt 
eine Bewertung der Modelle nach ihrer Leistungsfähigkeit mit 
Hilfe objektiver Methoden. 
I 
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1. Introduction 
This report presents findings of the research project St.Sch.909 
sponsored by the Federal Minister of the Interior, 
"Release and Dispersion Characteristics of Radioactive 
Pollutants: Consequences for the Optimisation of 
Measures for the Protection of the Public 
in Gase of Nuclear Accidents". 
The investigations and results reported here refer to the sub-
project "Application of Mathematical Models in Determining At-
mospheric Dispersion, Deposition, and Damaging Effects of 
Released Radionuclides", with particular regard to the "Detection 
of Uncertainties and Errors in the Gaussian Dispersion Model and 
Decisions Concerning the value of Complex Numerical Dispersion 
Models in Different Atmospheric Conditions". 
A comparative evaluation of several dispersion models followed by 
a comparison between dispersion models and tracer dispersion ex-
periments (comparative calculations and validation studies) was 
assumed to be the best way to tackle the problem. This meant that 
mathematical problems had to be defined for typical atmospheric 
dispersion conditions and interested partners had to be found for 
the comparative calculations. 
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center (KfK) therefore asked a number 
of users and authors of dispersion models both in West Germany 
and abroad to participate in the comparative evaluation of dis-
persion models. The preliminary discussions took place in Winter 
1983/84. 
The first meeting of interested parties was held in Karlsruhe on 
12 April 1984. Details of the problems and modes of procedure 
were discussed. Table 1 presents the participants, institutions, 
and models. 
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PARTIGIPANT INSTITUTION TYPE OF MODEL NAME 
Dunst Harnburg Univ. Huang plume model -
(FRG) 
Dunst Harnburg Univ. Eulerian grid model -
(FRG) 
Gassmann EIR (Switzer- semi-Gaussian strata model FOG 
land) 
Jones NRPB (U.K.) Gaussian plume model AmtARG 
Mikkelsen Ris!ll (Denmark) Gaussian puff model RIMPUFF 
Thykier-N. 
Möllmann KFA-Jülich Gaussian volume-source model MUSE~JET 
(FRG) 
Päsler-S. KfK (FRG) Gaussian plume model DOSI 
Schnatz, Battelle-Inst. Eulerian grid model TRANSLOG 
Rohbock (FRG) 
Scherling IABG (FRG) Lagrangian random walk model -
Ulrich * Munich Univ. Eulerian grid model -
(FRG) 
Tab.l 
*)(Mr. Ulrich attended the first two AVVA meetings and prepared his 
model for the calculations. Unfortunately, timing and manpower 
problems made it impossible for him to carry out the calcula-
tions.) 
The following advisory meteorologists took part in the meetin~s 
of the AVVA working group: Mrs. Nitsche (Deutscher Wetterdienst), 
Mr.S.Vogt (KfK), 
Mr.K.Nester (KfK). 
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The next meeting of the AVVA ("Arbeitskreis Vergleichsrechnungen 
und Validierungsuntersuchungen mit atmosphärischen Ausbreitungs-
modellen") was held on 12 July 1984; first results of the compa-
rative calculations were discussed, and new calculation problems 
were prepared for the validation studies. 
Evaluation of the submitted data tapes was continued at KfK 
through 1984. Due to some errors and misunderstandings, recalcu-
lation by the users was necessary in some instances. This, 
together with timing problems of some participants, caused a 
considerable delay. The third meeting, scheduled for November 
1984, at which the results were to be discussed, had to be 
adjourned until 27/28 February 1985, since only a fraction of the 
results was available at the first date. The final evaluation 
could not take place until after the third meeting in February 
1985 at which also the methods of evaluation were agreed upon. 
Graphical and numerical evaluations were finished in November 
1985. 
The author should like to thank Dr.H.J.Panitz for his help in the 
initial processing of the submitted data (coordinate transforma-
tions and plots) and in the processing of the data calculated by 
the Lagrangian model. 
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2. Objectives of the comparative calculations and validation 
studies 
The comparative calculations are intended to reveal the charac-
teristic features of the various dispersion models. 
This task requires relatively simple mathematical problems 
allowing, e.g., typical divergences between the results of 
complex num~rical models and Gaussian-type models to become 
obvious. It also requires unambiguously defined variables and 
parameters that describe the source term and the meteorological 
and topographic features of the dispersion situation. For 
example, atmospheric stability was defined not only by the stabi-
lity classes but also by the wind profile and the vertical tempe-
rature gradient and the Monin-Obukhov length (see annex). 
The problems of Batch 1 describe various situations of linear, 
steady dispersion. Emission heights, wind velocities, the stabi-
lity of atmospheric stratification, the surface roughness length, 
and the wind profile exponent determined by the roughness length 
are given. What is to be defined is the field of time-integrated 
activity concentration at ground level below the emitted plume. 
Specific features of the various models can be determined by 
systematic variation of input values, and the general uncertainty 
in the modelling of simple atmospheric dispersion situations can 
be assessed. 
More complex dispersion situations (shear of wind direction and 
inversion situations) are described by the Batch II problems. 
These problems are to determine the efficiencies of numeriaal 
dispersion models as compared with the Gaussian plume model. 
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The validation problems are the central element in the comparison 
between realistic dispersion experiments and computer models, 
although the comparison between the surface concentrations 
measured in a specific experiment and the theoretical results of 
a model cannot be the sole criterion of validation. The reprodu-
cibility of atmospheric dispersion experiments is limited, owing 
to the statistical character of the turbulent fluctuations and to 
the fact that not all boundary conditions can be fixed experimen-
tally; in consequence, series of experiments made in one site can 
only be similar and never completely identical. The researcher 
must therefore take into account not only the turbulence related 
scatter but also a certain scatter depending on the experimental 
parameters and on the quantity and quality of the measuring 
instruments. 
Limited time and manpower made it impossible to carry out and 
evaluate more than four dispersion experiments of different 
laboratories (KFA, KfK, Cabauw, Ris0). In spite of this, attempts 
were made to determine the typical experimental scatter. This was 
possible with experiments which were similar to others of the 
same measuring campaign with regard to the prevailing meteorolo-
gical conditions. 'I'he experimental scatter could then be deter-
mined by comparing the measured concentration distributions. 
Originally, the validation studies were to include not only 
dispersion on flat terrain but also dispersion on terrains with a 
more complex topography, conditions of gentle breeze, releases at 
ground level,and unsteady dispersion. In view of the problems 
mentioned above, this was impossible altough it would surely have 
been profitable to have these problems treated by the experienced 
group of experts. 
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3. Modelling of atmospheric dispersion processes 
This section gives a brief outline of the dispersion models used 
in the comparative study and their way of modelling atmospheric 
transport by wind currents (advection) and turbulent diffusion. 
In principle, atmospheric dispersion of airborne substances 
(aerosols, gases) can be described by the continuity equation 
0 (Equation 1) 
~ 
In this equation, q is the density of the airborne material and ~ 
the current density which comprises an advection component and a 
diffusion component: 
J (Equation 2a) 
(Equation 2b) 
v is the wind velocity vector, IK the second-stage diffusion 
tensor which is diagonal if the atmospheric turbulence is 
described by independent vertical, transversal, and longitudinal 
components. Equation 1 and Equation 2b yield the diffusion/advec-
tion equation 
(Equation 3) 
There are several analytical solutions for specific forms and 
approximations of this equation, as well as a multitude of 
numerical solutions. For example, for stationary conditions 
( ~~: 0) and a constant wind vector field v = (u,O,O), diffusion 
independent of height and location, and negligible longitudinal 
diffusion (Kx=O) we obtain the ~quation 
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+ (Equation 4) 
with the analytical solution 
(Equation 5) 
The result corresponds to the density distribution on the leeside 
of a point source with a continuous emission Q at a height hs for 
dispersion in x direction. 
The so-called Gaussian model is quite similar, except that 
empirically determined 6 parameters from the statistical theory 
of turbulence are used instead of the diffusion constant K: 
(Equation 6) 
The Gaussian volume source model and Gaussian puff model are 
based on similar solutions. 
Finite difference solutions of the DA equation (Equation 3) are 
calculated using Eulerian grid models. These can take account 
of time-dependent wind fields and realistic vertical profiles of 
..l> 
the wind velocity v(z) and the diffusion Kz(z). 
In contrast, Lagrangian models of atmospheric dispersion 
processes do not apply analytical or numerical integration of the 
diffusion/advection equation but track the trajectories of many 
individual emitted particles in consideration of the statistical 
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scatter of wind Velocity (Random Walk Method). Forthis purpose, 
the model of the Brownian motion is used. The equation of motion 
of one particle (Langevin equation) is: 
a(t) - c:v 
~ ~ 
a is the random acceleration of the particle while -c.v is a 
friction term. 
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4. Short descriptions of the models 
4.1. Gaussian model DOSI (KfK) 
-------------------
This is a stationary Gaussian plume model assuming reflection 
from the ground and the inversion layer; the concentration at 
ground level is described by 
(Equation 7) 
The wind vector is constant in time and space: 
v = (u,o,o) , (Equation 8) 
~ is the wind velocity averaged over height and time of 
dispersion. 
Diffusion is described by G parameters 5y(x) and oz(x) which 
describe the standard deviations of the concentration distri-
bution within the plume and are determined by the stability class 
(which characterizes the stability of stratification). 
Two different sets of 5y,z parameters were used in the DOSI 
model calculations: F'irst,the height-dependent "Karlsruhe-Jülich" 
parameters for a roughness length z0 >1m /Ge 81, Th 81/; secondly, 
a set of parameters for a smaller z0 value: <~). 
4.2. Gaussian model ADMARC (NRPB) 
------------------------
-ADMARC is identical with DOSI in most respects, except that u=u10 
(wind velocity at height 10 m) is used as transport velocity. 
Roughness-dependent ö parameters according to Smith and Hosker 
/Cl 79/ are used. 
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Like the Gaussian model, this model applies an analytical 
solution of the steady-state DA equation. Specific, stability-
dependent power equations are assumed for the height dependence 
of the wind velocity u(z) and the diffusion Kz(z): 
U(Z) = U.10 • (1~m)"P 
Kl<zl = Kih5)· (~X 
In these equations, p is the wind profile exponent determined by 
stability and roughness; Kz(h 8 ), too, is calculated as a function 
of stability on the basis of similarity theory according to Dyer 
/Dy 74/. The concentration at ground level is described by 
where A and Bare functions of u10' h 8 , Kz(h 8 ), p, n, and x 
!Hi 84/. 
Horizontal diffusion is rnodelled by suitable 6y parameters. 
The power equations for u(z) and especially for Kz(z) apply only 
within the Prandtl layer. In cases of stable stratification, the 
Huang model can only be applied with release heights relatively 
close to the ground. 
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This mode1 was originally developed for cooling tower plumes, but 
it can be used as a dispersion model for dry, non-thermal 
releases. 
The strata structure of this model permits calculations of 
vertical profiles of wind velocity and diffusion. 
Vertical diffusion is simulated by a convolution integral with a 
strata-dependent Gaussian kernel; horizontal diffusion is 
calculated using ayparameters /Ga 81/. The model can be 
classified as a stationary Gaussian model with height-dependent 
wind velocity and diffusion. 
4.5. Gaussian volume source model MUSEMET (KFA Jülich) 
------------------------------------------
This model calculates concentrations by assuming, in subsequent 
moments, the volume elements of the preceding concentration 
distribution as point sources for superposition of the following 
distribution. From this concept, a Gaussian model is derived 
which takes account of changes in wind directions and diffusion 
categories within a pre-selectable clock rate /St 81/. 
-The transport velocity u is the wind velocity at source height 
hs· Diffusion is described by suitable parameters, e.g. the 
Karlsruhe-Jülich ~ parameters with ~x=~Y' or by ~ parameters 
determined by calculation from measured ~e,~ -data. 
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4.6. Gaussian puff model RIMPUFF (Ris~) 
-----------------------------
In puff models, the dispersion of time-dependent atmospheric 
releases is described by a series of discretely released puffs 
whose Superposition pattern approximates the concentration 
distribution of a continuous plume /Mi 84/. 
Each puff represents an ellipsoidal spatial concentration 
distribution which corresponds to the 3-fold Gaussian solution of 
a momentaneaus point emission: 
~ 
where v = (u,v,O) is the wind vector at source height hs· Each 
puff is tracked along its individual trajectory, which permits 
dispersion calculations taking into account time and space-
dependent meteorological conditions (e.g. wind fields). 
The radial growth of puffs during dispersion as a result of 
"internal turbulence" is described by EJ pararneters for short 
sampling times, e.g. by the Pasquill o parameters /Gi 76/. The 
total width of a plume is derived from the contribution of the 
low-frequency fluctuations of the wind direction öe and the puff 
width 
If oe -data are not available, the puffs can be assumed to 
disperse wi th widths corresponding to a G'y plume along an 
averaged wind direction: 
2. 2 
(5 y phune = 6 y puff 
In this case, other suitable parameters, e.g. the Karlsruhe-
Jülich ~ parameters can be applied. 
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This model calculates the turbulent diffusion coefficient Kz /Du 
84/ on the basis of time-dependent vertical wind profiles for 
advection, together with potential temperature profiles, or the 
Richardson number Ri and the roughness length z0 : 
hmix : height of mixing layer 
u* : friction velocity 
fand g functions, see/Du 84/. 
Horizontal diffusion is assumed to be Kx=Ky=3·Kz,max· 
This model relies on similar input data but uses a different Kz 
profile: 
! v.Karman constant = 0.4 
e = potential temperature 
'A = mixing length 
Horizontal diffusion is described by Kx = Ky = 2·Kz,max· 
For further information see /Ha 80/. 
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The meteorological input data of' the random-walk Lagrangian model 
....:.. 
are vertical profiles of' the wind vector v(z) and velocity 
variances o~, ~V' 6w in the form of' 10-min averages at different 
heights. In addition, data on atmospheric stability are required, 
e.g. the Monin-Obukhov length L orthe Richardsonnumber Ri(z), 
and the height of the mixing layer hmix· 
-..\ -.\ Using the wind vector v (x,t) and velocity variances o~~~v' 6w in 
subsequent time steps, the emitted particles are assigned velo-
---l 
cities vi (i = particle index) derived from the mean local trans-
__.., 
port velocity and a random component ~ 
~ 
V = L ---\ V· l + ~I V l 
The time steps should be chosen with a view to realistic 
modelling of the Lagrangian autocorrelation /Ha 82/. The funda-
mentals of Lagrangian Randorn Walk models have already been dis-
cussed above (p.7). 
The rnodel is suited calculating atmospheric dispersion processes 
with variable meteorological conditions and source terms; the 
averaging time should not be shorter than 10 min. To keep the 
statistical scatter at an acceptable level, a dispersion calcu-
lation up to a distance x ~ 10 km requires ~ 104 particles. This 
means a computing time of about 15 min on a Siemens 7890 
computer. 
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Part I: Comparative Calculations 
5. The calculation problems 
5 .1. ~a tch _ _!:_ _Q<2_ID_F~_r_§.!_i V~ _pr<2.9J:~E! .. S_i_~~:e_l~ _'!_iEE,~S:!:..O_Ll_Si tua1~_i_2!l.S_ 
§.. u_i j; .§ .9. _f ..9 r.. _G .§: \d_S .§ i. aJ:l_JTI...Q .9. ~_1..§. 
Batch I comprises 24 one-hour dispersion processes with constant 
standard ernission frorn a point source. Each problern is charac-
terized by four parameters: Stability (stability class) st.cl. 
10m wind velocity u10' source or release height hs, and roughness 
length z0 • The combinations of values for stability and 10m wind 
velocity are: 
I 
stab.class I u10 
I 
I 
unstable (B) I 2 m/s 
neutral (D) I 2 u.8 m/s 
stable (F) I 2 m/s 
Tab. 2: Combinations of stability classes 
and wind-velocities 
These four Situations, each with three different source heights 
hs=10m, 100m, 200m, and two roughness lengths z0 =0.lm (rural, 
flat), l.Om (urban or wooldland) are cornbined to make a total of 
24 calculation problems. 
As results, concentration fields at ground level and deposited 
concentration fields were to be obtained as well as vertical 
concentration profiles at a distance up to 20 km from the sour'ce 
using given polar or cartesian coordinate grids. 
The original ~roblems are presented in Annex 3. 
a) Windprofile u(z): 
The power equation 
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( 2 
) p(sLcl.1 ~0) 
U('l) = u..,o 10m 
U(Z >200m)= u(2.00m) Equation 9 
is applied. According to Irwin /Ir 79/, the wind profile exponent 
p is a function of the stability class and the roughness length 
I 
Zo I O.lm 1. Om 
stab. cl. I 
i 
I 
B I 0.08 0.17 
D I 0.15 0.27 
F 
: 
0.50 0.60 
Tab. 3: wind-profile exponent p(s.c.,z0 ) 
Irwin /Ir 79/. 
b) Temperature gradient 
The height-averaged values of the potential temperature gradient 
~9/a~ were determined for the different stability classes as 
follows: 
(stab. cl. B· 
' 
u"'O = 2m/s): 
z [m] 0 - 50 50 - 150 > 150 
f:K/lOOm I -0.5 0.0 +0.3 
(stab. cl. F· 
' 
u-10 = 2m/s): 
z [m] 0 -100 100 -300 > 300 
f'KI 1oom I +2.3 +1.0 +0.3 
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(stab.cl. Dj u40 = 2m/s &. Bm(s): 
= +0. 3 I~/ 100m I 
c) Equivalent formulation on the basis of the similarity theory 
approach 
Similarity theory /Mo 58/ describes the wind and temperature 
profiles of the surface boundary layer (Prandtl layer). As shown 
in the annex, the profiles were described by the Monin-Obukhov 
length L, the friction velocity u*, and the roughness length z0 • 
Table 4 presents the pairs of values for L and u* for the Batch I 
problems: 
I 
stability cl. 1 z0 [m] I 
wind I 
L[m] u* [m/s] 
------------- ______ I ___________ ----------
B 0.1 
1 
I 
I 
-20 0.22 
u~0 = 2[m/s] 1 1.0 I -25 1 0.40 ---------------~-------1-------------~------------
F I 0. 1 I +20 I 0. 10 
I I 
u40 = 2[m/s] 
1 1.0 I +25 1 0.13 
---------------~-------1-------------~------------
D 1 0. 1 I I LI> 500m 1 0. 15 
I 
u40 = 2[m/s] 
1 1.0 I ILI>1000m 1 0.30 
---------------~-------1-------------~------------
D 1 0. 1 I I LI> 500m 1 0. 61 
I 
u40 = 8[m/s] 
1 1.0 I ILI>1000m 1. 30 
Tab. 4- : Calculated values of L und u* 
The wind profile can be described by integrating 
Equation 10 
as shown in the annex. With the above values for L, u*, and z0 
the result obtained for the surface boundary layer is quite 
similar to the power profile (Equation 9). At greater heights, 
e .g. z ~100m, only the power profile applies. 
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According to similarity theory, the profile of the potential 
temperature gradient is as follows: 
Equation 11 
L and u* are chosen wi th a view to matehing '09/0 :i!. to the above 
height-averaged values ()9/az . Details are given in the annex. 
d) Stability definition using the Richardson number 
According to the definition presented in the annex, the 
Richardson number 
Rt 
Equation 12 
is derived from the wind and temperature gradient profiles. The 
values of Ri for different stabilities and roughness levels of 
problems in Batch I are listed in Table 5: 
I 
stability cl. 1 z 0 [m] I z [m] Ri 
wind I 
------------- ______ I _________ ----------
1 30 -1.S 
B I 0, 1 I so -2.s 
I 30 -1.2 
u10 = 2[m/s] 
1 1.0 I SO 1 -2.0 
---------------~-------l-----------~------------
1 I 3o +o. 176 
F I 0.1 I so +0.18S 
I 3o +0.171 
u10 = 2[m/s] 
1 1.0 I SO 1 +0.182 
---------------~-------1-----------~------------
D I 0.1 I so I IRil< 0.1 
I I I 
u-10 = 2[m/s] 
1 1.0 I SO 1 IRil< O.OS 
---------------~-------1-----------~------------
D I 0. 1 I so I I Ri I< 0. 1 
I 
u10 = 8 [m/s] 1.0 : so I IRi I< 0. OS 
Tab. S: Calculated values of the 
Richardson-number Ri. 
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It has been agreed that concentration at ground level and 
deposited concentrated fields were to be represented in fields of 
polar coordinates (r,9). In special cases, a cartesian grid (x,y) 
could be used. 
z 
X 
Fig.1 
The angular coordinates 9j could be chosen as required in steps 
of 2.5°, 5° and 100; the fixed array of source distances ri was 
ri(i=1, •• 20)= {2o0,400,800,1200,1600,2000,2400,3000,3600,44oo, 
5400, 6600, 8000,10000,12000,14000,16000,20000, 
24000, 30000} m. 
5.4. Data transfer to KfK 
The participants were asked to write the results of their model 
calculations on magnetic tape according to an agreed schedule, to 
add their comments, and to mail the magnetic tape to Karlsruhe 
Nuclear Research Center. 
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6. Calculated results of the dispersion models for Batch I 
problems 
6.1. Presentation of results 
The results of the model calculations of Batch I are con1pared for 
the distance dependence of the time-integrated concentration at 
ground level (TIC) below the plume axis, and for the angular 
distributions of TICs at different distances from the source. 
Vertical concentration profiles were used as an additional 
control factor in the initial stage of data evaluation. 
The TIC distributions of the different models are compared by 
graphical means; log (TIC) values are plotted against log r or 9 
values. 
Fig.2: Points P(4,~) used for the representation of 
TIC below the plume axis TIC(4,8=0°) and 
the angular distribution of TIC(r=const,~)j 
(arbitrary units). 
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For graphical evaluation of the TIC below the plume axis, only 
the roughness length ~=1m and the wind velocity ~1 o=2m/s were 
considered. The release height gs=10,100,200m and the stability 
st.cl.= B,D,F were varied. Of the angular distributions of the 
TIC, only gs=100m was considered. 
Some of the curves in the graphs are marked with a letter to 
identify the model or participant: 
Du ........... Eulerian grid model (Dunst, 
H ............ Huang model Univ.of Hamburg) 
F ............ FOG,(semi-Gaussian strata model,EIR) 
Ad ........... ADMARC,(Gaussian plume model,NRPB,U.K.) 
RK .......... RIMPUFF,KJ-6-par. ,(Gaussian puff m.,Ris~) 
R " p ( " " " " ) p • • • • . • • • • • , asq~par., 
M ............ MUSEMET,(volume-source model,KFA-Jülich) 
DK3 .•••.••.•. DOSI,KJ-~-par.,(Gaussian plume m.,KfK) 
D<>.......... " , <s>-par., ( " " " " ) 
T .... ; ....... TRANSLOC,(Eulerian grid model,Battelle) 
L ............ Lagrangian random-walk model,(IABG) 
6. 2. ~~~c_y~~~~-~g'.:_l~~ _91:_~_::~b~~i_o~~~~J,!C2_~~~a2-~~d- ~t 
2~~f~~~~t-~o2~1~52~Y~~~-~-~r~El~m~ 
Figures 3-11 present the results of the model calculations in the 
following order: DOSI, MUSEMET, RIMPUFF, Huang model, Lagrangian 
model (Schorling), Eulerian model (Dunst), TRANSLOC, FOG. 
Each figure indicates, for the three stability classes B,D, and 
F, the release height hs=100m and the roughness length z0 =1m, up 
to four angular distributions of TIC at a distance of r=800m, 
2000m, 8000m, 20000m from the source as shown in Fig.2. 
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st.cl. 
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10·14 st. cl. F 
Fig.3a,b,c: Angulardistributions of TIC, Batch I. 
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Fig.4aab,c: Angular distributions of TIC, Batch I. 
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Fig.5a,b,c: Angular distributions of TIC, Batch I. 
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Fig.9a,b,c: Angular distributions of TIC, Batch I. 
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In models calculating horizontal turbulent diffusion (in y 
direction) by a Gaussian distribution (DOSI, MUSEMET, RIMPUFF, 
Huang, FOG), negative parabolas are obtained when lg(exp-y~/261) 
is plotted against y; ~can be derived from these parabolas. In 
the present manner of plotting against the angular coordinate e, 
parabolas are also obtained in the range ±30° in good 
approximation, and oy parameter curves were derived from the 
model calculations. The same was done with the numerical 
Lagrangian and Eulerian models. 
6. 2 .1. ~:h ~rfle _ ~:1:_d_t,b~-~fl.d_ !9y _ _p§!:_~~~~-F.E _ ca]-_s:~l_a_!;~<,! _p~ _t_tl~ _m.93~1_s_ 
f:~~_B~ ~~h-! Y.E'2!2.~e_!!l~ 
Fig.s 12a,b,c, present the distance-dependent plume widths or 'J;y 
parameters derived from the angular distributions (Figs. 3-11). 
The Pasquill Gy parameters (P) are marked with dashed lines for 
comparison; these parameters have been derived from 5-min 
averages of the wind direction for a roughness length around 
0.01m (flat terrain with lawn) /Gi 76/ while the problems calcu-
lated in the present study assume hourly averages and roughness 
lengths of 1m. In consequence, realistic model calculations 
should yield plume widths larger than the Pasquill parameters 
6'ypQ, • 
Unstable stratification (see fig. 12a): 
The largest plume widths (about 4 times öypQ ) are assumed by the 
models DOSI (KJ), MUSEMET (KJ), and the Lagrangian model. These 
plume widths correspond to the Karlsruhe-Jülich ~~ parameter 
widths for a release height h8 =100m at a distance up to 5km. At 
longer distances, the increase of the Lagrangian plume widths is 
less marked. 
5 000 
4 000 
3 000 
2 000 
1 000 
0 
j o y (x) 
[mJ 
0 1 2 
- 30 -
st. cl.B 
unstable 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10km 
Fig.12a: Plurne widths of different rnodels; 
stability class B, Batch I. 
1 000 
KJ(D,M) J Oy(x) 
[ m 1 
800 
st. cl.F 
stable 
600 
400 
200 
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 km 
Fig.12b: like a), but stability class F. 
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Also the plume widths calculated by RIMPUFF (P), ADMARC, RIMPUFF 
(K) and DOSI (Q) are larger than the Pasquill plume widths. The 
factors are between 1.8 and 1.3 in the above order. The models 
therefore meet the above requirements. 
TRANSLOC, FOG, Huang model and Dunst model calculate plume widths 
that are narrewer than the Pasquill widths. In the Huang model 
and FOG, the deviation from 6ypQ is rather small while Dunst and 
TRANSLOG have factors of 2.5 and 7. Huang and E.QQ both assume 
parameters of the type 
G'y(x)= ( 2 ~Y 
where the horizontal diffusion constant Ky is derived from the 
vertical diffusion constant Kz• In the case of Huang, this 
equation was calibrated using experiments of the Prairie Grass 
Series (sampling time: lOmin, roughness length: O.Olm). This 
explains the narrow plume width. 
1000 
800 
600 
400 
200 
0 
0 
f o Y (xJ 
[m] 
1 2 
st. cl.D 
neutral 
3 4 5 6 
r .................. 
7 8 9 10 km 
Fig.12c: like a), but stability class D. 
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In FOG, the vertical diffusion constant is based, among others, 
on the Jülich 6'9 , 6'cj> , and (}T/d:l weasurements and on Pasquill 
diffusion experiments /Ga 81/. This method seems tobe too 
indirect to provide results that are compatible with the 
parameters directly measured in Jülich. 
The two numerical Eulerian grid models (Du, 1.') use only the 
high-frequency turbulence components (typical time measure 
t « 1h) for modelling horizontal diffusion. r~rhe low frequency 
components of turbulence characteristic of one-hour dispersion 
situations must be entered in the form of time-dependent wind 
direction data. This was omitted in Batch I and II problems and 
resulted in too narrow plume widths. 
Stable stratification (see fig. 12b): 
The models DOSI (KJ) and MUSEMET (KJ) give very large plume 
widths corresponding to s1 K3 • They are wider by a factor 15 than 
the 5ypQ parameters. The plume widths calculated by ADMARC and 
RIMPUFF (K) are only slightly smaller (factor ~0.5). 
This strong horizontal dispersion results from low frequency 
changes of wind direction (meandering) which may occur in stable 
conditions and which have been taken into account in the 
Karlsruhe-Jülich ~y parameters and in the plume widths of ADMARC. 
RII\IPUFF ( P) and DOSI <er> wi th Pasquill-Gifford fD:t parameters 
(with correction factor for the longer sampling time of 1h) or 
with (öy) parameters yield plume widths that are compatible 
with stable situations without meandering. 
As in the unstable situations, the plume widths of the Huang 
model and the Dunst model, TRANSLOG and FOG are narrower than the 
Pasquill values although the deviations are less marked than in 
unstable conditions (~ factor 2). The reasons are the same as in 
the above, unstable case. 
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Neutral stratification (see fig. l2c): 
Here, too, ADMARC, DOSI ( KJ) and <a-) , MUSEMET ( KJ) and RIMPUFF 
ifl and (K) have large plume widths. They are larger by a factor 
1.3 to 2 than the Pasquill widths. 
The plume width of the Huang model corresponds to 6yp~· The 
results of the Lagrangian model are similar. The plume widths 
calculated by the numerical Eulerian grid models (Dunst and 
TRANSLOC) are narrower than 6'ypQ. by a factor 2-3. The reasons 
are the same as stated above. 
FOG yields plume widths that are narrower than the Pasquill 
widths by a factor 1.5 to 2. 
A comparison of the DOSI (KJ) results calculated for the angular 
distributions of the TIC with those of MUSEMET which also uses 
the Karlsruhe-Jülich o parameters, shows remarkable deviations in 
the lateral concentration decrease in categories B and F. 
In stability class B and at a distance of 8üüm, 2000m and 8000m, 
MUSEMET has concentration socles for angles 9~50° which are not 
found in the simple Gaussian plume model with corresponding 6 
parameters. 
This effect in MUSEMET results from too high 6x parameters. In 
MUSEMET, longitudinal diffusion is described by 
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in the volume source method. With very high oy values comprising 
low-frequency meandering of the direction of dispersion, the 
equation 6x= 6~ is unrealistic, leading to backward diffusion of 
considerable concentration components over distances of several 
kilometers. In stability class F and with r=Süü m (Fig.5c), there 
is even a uniform distribution of TIC in the angular range 
0 g 0 
-90 < <+90 . It would be better to have only the relatively high-
frequency turbulence components considered in flfx , e. g. by 6x= 6ypQ... 
The same noticeable influence of Ox is found in the representa-
tions of TIC below the plume axis (see section 6.3). 
In the angular distributions of TIC in TRANSLOC, there is a 
markedly narrow distribution range almost independent of the 
stability class. 
The results of the Lagrangian model clearly show the statistical 
scatter of concentration curves resulting from the random walk 
method. As expected, the scatter is highest with low concentra-
tions (= number of particles per unit volume at ground level) 
since the statistics is poor in this case. In general, these data 
can only be interpreted after applying smoothing interpolation 
methods. Alternatively, the number of emitted particles IT1ight be 
increased; however, four times the initial number of particles is 
required to reduce the mean amplitude of the statistical scatter 
by half. This also means four times the original computing time. 
The plume widths of RIMPUFF (K) were expected to correspond to 
the Karlsruhe-Jlilich föy parameters but a simple programming 
error resulted in reduced values (curves Rk in Fig. 12). 
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Figs. 13-21 present the TIC below the plume axis for different 
release heights and stabilities. Each diagram contains up to ten 
model curves for a given diffusion category and release height. 
For more clearness and for a better distinction between typical 
effects of numerical models and Gaussian models, Gaussian 
families of curves have been drawn as fat lines. The term 
"Gaussian models" in this context refers to all models describing 
both horizontal and vertical turbulent diffusion by 6 parameters, 
i.e. the models ADMARC, DOSI, MUSEMET, and RIMPUFF. 
The widths of these "Gaussian regions" in Figs. 13-21 are 
determined almost exclusively by the use of different (ox \5y, and 
<5 2 parameters; the treatment of the wind velocity ü has a slight 
influence (factor ~2; see section 6.5). 
The behaviour of the Gaussian formula for concentrations at 
ground level With regard to the Variation of o~explains the 
behaviour of the widths of the regions close to the source: 
~ d ~(><,0,0) 
-r. d6t_ 1 -· 
At great release heights h8 and small ö~ (close to the source and 
especially in stable condi tions), ( hs/'lS.a)2.. >> 1 is dominant. 
The large scatter of TIC in Gaussian models at large release 
heights (100m and 200m) and especially in stable conditions on 
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the left (source) side of the curves (Figs. 18,19,20,21; st.cl.D, 
F; h8 =100m and 200m) is explained almost exclusively in terms of 
this strong c:;2 -dependence:,....;J/e;i 
Table 6 shows the 'widths' of the families of TIC curves at a 
distance of 1 km and 10 km from the source: 
stab cl.: B D F B D F 
hs 
----------------- ------------------
10m 4.5 4 5 7 3.5 5 
------
------------
100m 5 20 2500 20 3 20 
------
---------- ------------
r------
200m 4 105 - 18 6 2200 
x = 1 km x = 10 km 
Tab. 6: Widths of the TIC-curve-bands of the 
Gaussian models at source distances 
of x=l km and x=lO km. 
Apart from the ~zdependence determined by the ratio h8 l~z , there 
is the general -1/ ( 6'y(x) • 6'~(x)) behaviour of the 'J.1IC curves which 
describes the increasing dilution of concentration at large 
distances ( (hs/öz.(x)f<< 1.). The widths of the families of curves 
at x=lO km (Table 6) for neutral and unstable (D and B) as well 
as for stable conditions at h8 = 10m are determined by the value 
assigned to this factor in the different models. 
This means that the different g-parameter sets alone result in 
TIC deviation factors between 3 and 20 for Gaussian models. In 
the regions near the source ( defined as ( hs /6a(x))2.. >> 1 these 
values may increase to 103 - 105. 
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Fig.13: TIC below the plume axis; batch I. 
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Fig.16: TIC below the plume axis; batch I. 
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Fig.17: TIC below the plume axis; batch I. 
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Fig.20: TIC below the plume axis; batch I. 
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The Gaussian volume source model MUSEMET calculates unrea-
listically high surface concentrations near the source (Figs. 
20,21) in stable conditions and at large release heights 
(stability class F, h 8 =100m, 200m). As explained in the 
discussion of angular distributions, this error is caused by too 
large öx parameters resul ting in "backward diffusion" from the 
concentration peak to the source. The authors of MUSEMET have 
remedied this error by using sui table f5 x, y parameters combined 
with shorter time steps. 
The Lagrangian Random Walk Model is similar to the Gaussian-type 
models in its performance. The shape and position of the TIC 
curves correspond in most respects to the families of curves of 
the Gaussian models. The undulation of concentration curves at 
longer distances from the source which results from the above-
mentioned statistical scatter (amplitude %1 power of ten), has 
been suppressed by manual plotting of an averaged curve. 
The Huang model applies, in principle, only to dispersion 
processes in the Prandtl layer (see description of the model in 
Section 4.3). Wehave therefore considered only the h 8 =100m 
(st.cl.B,D; Figs. 16,18). 'I'he TIC curves of huang exhibit, beyond 
the concentration peak, a more pronounced dependence on the 
stability class than the Gaussian models: For unstable strati-
fication (st.cl.B, x=10000m), the Huang curves are lower by a 
power of ten than the average of the Gaussian family of curves 
(Fig. 13); in cases of stable stratification (st.cl.F; x=10000m), 
they are accordingly higher (Fig.15). No deviations are observed 
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with neutral stratification (st.cl.D; Fig.14). In the unstable 
case, vertical diffusion appears to be more enhanced and in the 
stable case reduced as compared with Gaussian-type models. 
In TRANSLOG, there is a markedly slow gradient of the TIG curves 
from relatively high values near the source to the concentration 
peak far away. In the cases (B, 200m, Fig.17; D, 100m and 200m, 
Figs. 18,19; F, 100m and 200m, Figs. 20,21), this behaviour can 
be said to be non-compa tible wi th physical laws. 'l'he too fla t 
initial gradient of the curves is partly due to the too wide mesh 
of the lattice used in the finite difference method, and partly 
to the way in which vertical diffusion is modelled. TIG values at 
x=10000m are usually higher by a power of ten than the average 
values of the Gaussian-type models; one reason for this is the 
narrowness of the TRANSLOG plumes (see Section 6.2, Figs. 10,12). 
The numerical model of Dunst was applied only to stability 
classes B,D,F (h8 =100m; Figs. 16,18,20) in Batch I. In all three 
cases, the results were similar to the TRANSLOG results with 
respect to high TIG near the source at release heights of 100m 
and 200m and the long distance to the concentration peak, 
although the data of Dunst are closer to the family of curves of 
the Gaussian-type models. 'I'he high concentrations near the source 
in class F (100m, Fig.20) are unrealistic. 
At a source height h8 =1üm and in stable conditions (F; Fig.15), 
the TIG curves of FOG have a much steeper slope at long distances 
from the source (5-20km) than the those of the Gaussian type 
models. At x=10 km, FOG is lower than the Gaussian family of 
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curves by more than a power of ten. This indicates strong 
dilution of the concentration of the plume. With the very small 
6y parameters of FOG, this must be mostly due to vertical 
diffusion. However, in the stable dispersion situation assumed 
here, vertical diffusion should not be dominant at all. In 
addition, at a distance of 20km from the source, FOG calculates 
smaller TIC for stable stratification than for stability class D 
(Fig.l4). The modelling of vertical diffusion in FOG thus leads 
to results that are incompatible with physical laws. 
At all release heights and at long distances from the source, FOG 
yielded smaller concentrations at ground level for stable stra-
tification than for neutral stratification; this is against all 
experience. 
On the whole, the TIC curves of FOG more or less match the 
Gaussian family of curves. 
In the Batch I problems, the influence of the roughness length z0 
on the vertical wind profile is taken into account by suitable 
wind profile exponents. This section investigates how the 
different values assigned to z0 are also reflected in the mo-
delling of turbulent diffusion. In Gaussian-type models, the 
problern is reduced to the ~ parameter dependence on the rough-
ness length z0 • The Karlsruhe-Jülich 6 parameters used in the 
models DOSI, MUSEMET and RIMPUFF are independent of z0 owing to 
the fact that these parameters were determined experimentally for 
a constant value z0 ~ lm. 
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The same applies to the Pasquill-Gifford-Turner parameters used 
in RIMPUFF for small roughness lengths. 
The Smith-Hosker S parameters of the British model ADMARC are 
roughness-dependent and apply in the range z0 =0.03m - lm. The 
(ö) parameters in DOSI have the same roughness dependence; the 
effect of a decrease in roughness length from lm to O.lm is shown 
in Table 7a. This table presents the ratio TIC(z 0 =0.lm)/TIC 
(z 0 =l.Om) for short and long distances from the source for the 
different stabilities and release heights. 
At h8 =100m and 200m, calculated concentrations near the source 
before the concentration peak (x<Xmax> are higher by a factor of 
ten while there is no difference to the roughness z0 =0.lm at 
longer distances from the source. The higher concentrations in 
the region X<Xmax result from the higher 62 values in this region 
corresponding to a faster vertical diffusion from z=h 8 to z=Om. 
At h8 =10m (and stability classes Band D), only the higher 
initial vertical dilution becomes noticeable, as x is beyond the 
concentration peak even for short distances from the source: 
X>Xmax· 
The influence of surface roughness decreases with the distance 
from the source; the higher the degree of vertical mixing, the 
lower will be the influence of enhanced turbulence on concen-
trations at ground level. 
In the Huang and Lagrangian models, the dependence on roughness 
length is similar to the Gaussian-type models; however, TICs 
lower by a factor 2 are also calculated for long distances if the 
given roughness length is z0 =lm instead of z0 =0.lm (Tables 7b and 
c). In the case of the Lagrangian model, this can be explained in 
terms of a horizontal plume width which is wider by this factor 
and results in a higher dilution of the TIC. 
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In the Huang model, there are no larger plurne widths, and a 
simple explanation of the factor 2 cannot be given. 
TRANSLOG (Table 7d) shows a similar behaviour close to the source 
at z0 =lm, but also an excessive increase of the TIC at greater 
source heights and longer distances (up to a factor 5!), although 
the plume width decreases with increasing roughness. 
st.-cl ....... B D F 
h 5 lshort long lshort long lshort long 
10m 1.6 ' 1 1.5 ' 1 0.25 1 
100m <0.1 ' 1 <0.1 1 <0.1 1 
200m <0.1 ' 1 <0.1 ' 1 <0.1 1 
a) AmiARG and DOSI<6'>. 
st.-cl ...... B D F 
hs I short long I short long I short long 
10m 2.5 I 2.5 1 2 0.6 ' 1.5 
100m 1 ' 2.5 <0.1 ' 2.5 
b) Huang model. 
st. -cl ...... B D F 
hs lshort long lshort long I short long 
10m 2 2 3 3 ' 1.3 
100m 1 2 <0 .1 ' 2 0.5 ' 
200m 0.3 ' 2 <0.1 ' 2 
c) Lagrange model. 
st.-cl. ..... B D F 
hs lshort long I short long I short long 
10m 2 2 2 2 1.4 ' 1.4 
100m 0. 3 ' 1 0. 3 ' 1 0. 8 ' 1 
200m <0.1 ' 0.2 <0.1 ' 0.2 0,5 I 0.8 
d) TRANSLOC. 
Töb.7: z0 -dependence of TIC close to the ground 
for different stabilities and source heights h 5• 
The numbers in the table are the ratios 
TIC (z =O.lm)/TIC (z =l.Om) at short and lang 
source distances. 
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Gaussian-type models, as shown in equation 6, have only one 
(averaged) value u for the wind velocity. The averaged value 
refers not only to variations in time but also in some cases to 
the height dependence of the wind velocity. Table 8 shows the 
dispersion velocities used in the different Gaussian-type models. 
model -case u 
Am1ARC 1 u( z = 10m ) 
HUSEHET u( z = hs) 
2 
RH1PUFF u( z = hs) jht h2..= hs + 6a :;; 200 m DOSI 3 1/llh u(z)dz 
h-1 h-1= hs- E>z > 0 m 
Tab.B 
The concentrations at ground level obtained by the different 
approaches differ by a factor~2. DOSI (case 3), as a result of 
height averaging for surface release, calculates TICs that are 
lower by a factor 2 than MUSEMET and RIMPUFF (case 2). 
ADMARC, with u(z=lüm) (case 1), yields excessive TIC in stable 
conditions and at hs>lOm. The authors of the model consider this 
to be justified by the decrease of the real plume width with in-
creasing source height /Jo 82/. 
The other models, i.e. Huang, FOG, the Lagrangian model, Dunst, 
and TRANSLOC, use the vertical wind Velocity profile u(z) given 
in the ma thema tical problems. 'l'he influence of this ruethod of 
wind profile modelling cannot be separated from diffusion 
modelling as it is possible in the case of Gaussian-type models. 
The upper limit of variation of the TIC as a result of different 
ways of wind profile modelling is set at u(hs>lOm)/u(z=lOm); real 
deviations are lower than this. As in the Gaussian-type models, 
factors of 2 are not likely to be exceeded. 
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7. Batch II problems 
The Batch II problems were to show how the different dispersion 
models react to more complex atmospheric conditions than those 
assumed in Batch I problems. 
Apart from the height-dependent wind speed, the Batch II.l 
problems comprise also a marked shear of the wind direction which 
is characteristic of situations with stable atmospheric 
stratification. 
The Batch II.2 problems describe an inversion situation. 
For the original versions of the Batch II problems see Annex 3. 
7. 1. !?~E2l'J:E!~2!!_~f __ t_fl~-~~t_9b_!.~·]_E~o_b_l~~~ 
Shear of wind direction as a function of height 
The direction of the wind vector at ground level is 0° (x-
direction); at a height of 200m, the wind vector is assumed to 
have turned to +45° (Fig.22). 
z [m] 
Fig. 22: Directional shear l:l. e of the wind-
vector depending on height z. 
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The value of the wind velocity u(z)=j~(z)l is assumed to have the 
same height dependence as in Batch I problems for stable stra-
tification conditions. Problem II.1 was to be calculated for sta-
bility class F and three different release heights, i.e. 10m, 
100m, 200m. 
7. 2. Q~f?_C_F_i.P.Yl-.2!:!_ 2.-f._~a~~h-~I~~ _12!'.9~~e_g:~ 
Stationary inversion 
The lower boundary of an inversion layer with a thickness of 200m 
is assumed at a height z=150m; the gradient of the potential 
temperature in the inversion layer oej~z is set at +2°K/100m. 
Below this, unstable stratification with a gradient -0.50Kj100m 
corresponding to stability class B (Fig. 23) is assumed. 
z 
400 
300 
200 
100 
[m] 
edge 
Inversion 
' 
-layer 
lower edge 
Fig.23: Inversion temperature profile T(z) 
of problern II.2. 
The chosen vertical wind profile is identical with the vertical 
wind profile of the unstable stratification in Problem I,st.cl.B. 
The assumed release heights are the same as in Batch I problems, 
i.e. 10m, 100m, and 200m. 
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7.3. Results of the model calculations of Batch II problems 
7.3.1. Problem II.l: Shear of wind direction 
For a detailed solution of this problem, models are required 
whose formalism takes account of height-dependent wind fields, 
i.e. Eulerian grid models or Lagrangian particle models. 
Gaussian-type models assume homogeneaus wind fields in vertical 
direction and only one defined direction of dispersion. In con-
sequence, the best solution to be expected of Gaussian models is 
one in which shear directions have been averaged suitably and the 
larger plume width has been taken into account by modified 
f:Jy parameters. 
RIMPUFF offers a more sophisticated solution: the "sheared puff" 
concept, in which the puffs (i.e. ellipsoids with x,y,z main axes 
corresponding to the 6x ,y and 6;a parameters) are represented by 
ellipsoids inclined in shear direction /Mi 82/. Unfortunately, 
time problems prevented the calculation of problern II using 
RIMPUFF. 
The Lagrangian model resulted in unsystematic and inaccurate 
data, which is probably attributed to errors in the input of wind 
field data; in principle, the Lagrangian model should be capable 
of calculating the TIC in wind fields with directional shear. 
The remaining data compared here are the results of the Dunst 
model and 'I'RANSLOC. Fig. 24a, b, c present the TRANSLOG resul ts 
obtained for problern II.l for the release heights hs=lOm, 100m, 
200m in the form of angular distributions of TIC at a distance of 
x=800m, 2000rn and 8000m from the source. 
10·12 
1o"14 
h5 = 10 m 
a.) 
10- 6 t TIC 
10- 8 
BOOm 
10·10 
10·12 
10·14 hs =100m 
b) 
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10-12 
-14 
10 hs =200m 
c) 
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TRANSLOC 
Fig.24: Angular distributions of TIC with directional 
wind shear (II.1):---; without dir.shear (I):---. 
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Fig.25: Angular distributions of TIC 
with directional wind shear (II.1):-; 
without dir. wind shear (Batch I):---. 
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At low release height (hs=10m), the maxima of the TIG move to 
larger angles with increasing distance from the source r. At 
greater release heights, the angular maximum (at r=800m) is more 
or less in the wind vector direction at release level (22.5° at 
hs=100rn, 450 at hs=200m). At langer distances (r=8000m), the 
maximum moves to mean angles between z=O and z=hs, i.e. to 11.25° 
at hs=100m and 22.50 at hs=200m. 
This behaviour of TRANSLOG is qualitatively correct, as is the 
marked widening of angular distributions under the influence of 
vertical shear, as illustrated by a comparison with "unsheared" 
angular distributions. 
The Dunst model yields similar results for the release heights 
hs=100m and 200m; the wideriing of the plume is less pronounced 
than with TRANSLOG (Figs. 25a and b). 
7.3.2. Problem II.2: Stationary inversion 
7.3.2.1. Gaussian-type models: 
In Gaussian-type models, the influence of a strong inversion 
layer at height hi>hs on the vertical concentration distribution 
can be modelled by multiple reflection of the plume between the 
ground and the lower edge of the inver~ion layer. Fig.26 gives an 
illustration. At a point near the source, x1 , with a relatively 
narrow plume width in vertical direction, the concentration 
distribution is almost unaffected. At langer distances x2, 
(Sz(xJ»ht), a point of homogeneaus vertical concentration distri-
bution is soon reached; further dilution of the concentration in 
the plume is possible only by horizontal spreading via the width 
c~(x), thus increasing the concentration at ground level. 
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h· L 
Fig.26 
'I'his effect can be well reproduced with Gaussian-type models; an 
example is given in Fig. 27 with the results of DOSI and MUSEMET. 
1Ö10 
·12 
10 hs =10m 
10·12 
-r 1000m 10000 m 
hs :100m 
- r 1000m 'kl 000 m 
oosl/ MUSEMET, ai<J 
Fig.27 
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With release heights of 10m and 100m and inversion layers at 150m 
and 1500m different Gaussian models calculate the same effect on 
the TIC as compared with the case of a mixing layer without upper 
boundaries (h1=oo). 
With h1 =1500m, complete vertical rnixing is achieved at r=4000m; 
with h1=150m, this is the case already at r=1000m. As expected, 
the concentration values for h1=1500m and h1=150m differ by a 
factor 10 in the region of vertical mixing (the two heights of 
inversion have a ratio of 10 and the oy pararneters are 
identical). 
7.3.2.2. Numerical models: 
a) Lagrangian model 
Figs. 28a and b present the results of the Lagrangian model for 
release heights 10m and 100m, compared with the TIC without in-
version effects. The results are quite close to those of the 
Gaussian models. No concentrations are calculated for an emission 
height of 200m, i.e. within the inversion layer. This behaviour 
of the model is explained by the total reflection of the 
particles at the lower edge of the inversion layer. 
b) Models with a vertical profile of the diffusion constant Kz~ 
(FOG, TRANSLOC, Dunst model 
These models have some common flaws and are therefore treated 
together. For example, ~and TRANSLOGare unrealistic at 
release height 10m: TIC without inversion at a height of 150m are 
higher by a factor 5 to 10 than with an assumed inversion layer 
(Figs. 2S,30). This case (hs=10m) was not calculated by the Dunst 
model. 
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TRANSLOG: 
The results obtained with TRANSLOG for a release height hs=lOm 
are not in accordance with physical laws: Without inversion 
(hi=oo), the TIGs are higher by a factor 4 than with inversion. 
(hi=l50m). Gorreet results were obtained at hs=lOOm (TIC(hi=oo)< 
TIG(hi=l50m)), but only for distances up to 2000m from the 
source. Already at 8000m, the calculated concentration for the 
case with inversion is again lower by a factor 2 than the TIG 
without inversion (Fig.29). 
Further, in case of emissions within the stable stratified in-
version layer (hs=200m), which ought to delay (or reduce) 
transport to the ground, TRANSLOG calculates much higher concen-
trations at ground level (see Fig.29, bottom). Both observations 
suggest problems in the modelling of vertical diffusion. 
FOG: 
The results of FOG are similar in some respects: 
At emission heights hs=lOm and 100m, i.e. below the inversion 
layer, FOG calculates slightly higher TIGs near the source than 
without inversion. However, beyond a distance of x=lOOOOm, the 
curves intersect (Fig.30), and the concentrations for the in-
version case are smaller than the TIGs without inversion. As in 
TRANSLOG, this is not in accordance with physical laws. 
If the emission takes place in the inversion layer (hs=200m) FOG 
calculates reduced TIG at ground level as compared to the case of 
an emission into a homogeneaus atmosphere; this behaviour is 
qualitatively correct. 
Dunst model: 
The Dunst model has been applied only to the case hs=lOOm, with 
and without inversion. Slightly higher concentrations at ground 
level are calculated for the inversion case (Fig.31). 
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The results of the Gaussian-type models and the Lagrangian models 
differ clearly and in a characteristic manner from the results 
obtained for models with a Kz profile approach. 
All in all, it can be stated that the inversion situation of 
problern 11.2. is better modelled by the Gaussian-type and 
Lagrangian models than by the numerical models used in the 
present investigation, in spite of the simplifying assumption of 
total reflection at the lower edge of the inversion layer. 
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Part 2: Validation studies 
8. The dispersion experiments 
The Validation problems III are based on four atmospheric disper-
sion experiments of different laboratories. To reduce the possibi-
lity of falsified results (i.e. results adapted to the concentra-
tion data measured in these experiments),a variety of KFA-Jülich, 
KfK, Cabauw, and Ris0 experiments was proposed by the AVVA working 
group, and one experiment of each laboratory was chosen among 
these. The meteorological data, release data and surface rough-
ness data of these experiments were then used in problems El to 
E4. The original problems are presented in Annex 3 . 
. 
The tracer emission rates Q were normalized, so that a unit 
source termwas obtained for the sampling time. Further, the 
similarity theory quantities L (Monin-Obukhov length) and u* 
(friction velocity) were calculated from the time-averaged wind 
and temperature profiles in consideration of the roughness length 
z0 and the height of zero displacement d. For this purpose, the 
wind velocity profiles (see annex) of the boundary layer at 
ground level, which are normally linear-logarithmic, as well as 
the corresponding temperature profiles of similarity theory were 
fitted to the measured values (the L and u*values are derived 
from the best fit). 
Table 9 gives a short survey of the main data of the four 
selected dispersion experiments El - KFA Jülich, E2 - KfK 
Karlsruhe, E3 - Cabauw, E4 - Ris0. The concentration data of the 
experime~ts are presented in tables 1-4 in Annex 2. 
9. Methods of evaluation 
Validation calculations are to provide objective information on 
whether the models gave an accurate picture of the experimental 
results within the statistical variation. 
Exp.: I E1 I E2 I E3 I E4 
I I I I 
I KFA-Jülich, Exp.58l Karlsruhe, Exp.31 I Cabauw, Exp.13 I RisfiS 
Data: I 
I 
hs ml 
d ml 
Zo ml 
u(100m) m/sl 
u(40m) m/sl 
wind directionl 
6'a (z) I 
1' (:) I I K/100ml 
L ml 
u* m/sl 
hmix ml 
stab. -class ! 
tracer I 
Q I 
release-time hl 
no. of sampl- I 
ing positionsl 
sampling- I 
time hl 
distance- I 
interval ml 
angle- I 
interval I 
19.7.76 I 22.5.75 I 10.10.78 I 6.7.79 
I : I 100 I 60 80 115 
16 I 10 I ~o I ~o 
1.2 I 1.2 I 0.2 I 0.6 
7.5 I 6.5 I 6.3 I 9 
3.3 I 5.0 I 4.0 I 4 (u-10) 
wsw-w I NNE I ESE I WNW - NW 
2. 6° (120m) I 11.2° (100m) I 5° (80m) I 8. 8° (115m) 
2. 3° (120m) I 9.4° (100m) I 3° (80m) I 4. 70 (115m) 
+1.6 (20-120m) I -0.7 (30-100m) I +0.5 (10-60m) I -0.4 (20-120m) 
+70 I -100 I +200 I -70 
0.27 I 0.8 I 0.3 I 0.7 
- I - I 200 I 800 
E ! c I D - E ! C - D J 
Ho 166 I CF2. Br2. and CFC13 I SF6 I SF6 
0.28 TBq/h I 7.8 gjs 11.8 g/s I 1. 42 gjs I 3 g/s 
1 I 1 I 1 I 1 
I I I 
21 I 30 I 18 I 39 
I I I 
1 50 I I 0 30' I 2x 30' I 1 (3x 20') 
I I I 
500 - 14000 I 100 - 1300 I 3300 - 4500 I 1800 - 5500 
I I I 
45° I 90° I 35° I 35° 
--- ---
Table 9: Data of the tracer experiments 
used for the validation studies. 
I 
IJl 
\0 
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Formally, pairs of functional values ~M( q, e1) and ~R( 1' 'i) are 
compared, with ~M and qR representing the standardized, 
measured concentrations and the calculated concentrations at 
ground level along the coordinates (q,ev of the measuring points 
i. 
Such a purely numerical comparison of measured and calculated 
data in a limited number of points under consideration (~,eJ may 
be inadequate in defining the quality of the model. For example, 
a deviation ~e between the measured and the calculated mean plume 
dispersion direction would, by a numerical comparison, result in 
large deviations between ~R(li,eJ and ~M(ri,eJ , even if the 
density distributions were identical except for the angular 
devia tion: o ( r., 8.+.68) = o ( r., 8:) • ~R l t ~M l • 
In view the above problem, it was preferred to start by getting 
an idea of the location and shape of the distributions ~(r,e). 
This was done with the aid of isolines of concentrations at 
ground level, e.g. in steps of powers of ten. The isoline 
representations are shown in Figs. 32 - 35. 
Simple characteristics, e.g. plume width and plume axis 
direction, can be derived directly from the isoline represen-
tation of the experimental and the theoretical distributions. 
Errors in transport direction (= plume axis direction) are often 
not model-based but caused by wrong input data (e.g. a measured 
wind direction not representative of the region in which 
dispersion takes place). 
continued on page 66 
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Fig.32: Iso-TIC-lines 
of E1 and computed results of models. 
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Fig.35: Iso-TIC-lines of E4 and computed results of models. 
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Model El E2 E3 E4 
DOSI D +8 -5 0 0 -5 
MUSEMET M +8 -5 +3 0 -6 
RIMPUFF R -2 -7 -9 -7 
Lagrange L +10 -8 -3 0 0 
Dunst Du +6 -4 +2 +2 -2 
TRANSLOG T +8 -5 0 0 -5 
Tab.lO: Angular corrections of TIC distributions A6 
at ground level calculated by the different 
models for experiments El - E4. 
Explanations of the angular corrections in Table 10 
The ~a values were determined as follows: 
Figs. 32-35 present the experimental isoline representations of 
the TIC as well as the model results without angular corrections. 
The correction angles A9 rotate the calculated concentration 
plumes around the source point into the position in which they 
best match the experimental concentration distributions. 
Systematic angular corrections were found to be necessary for the 
different experiments. The mean values are: 
El L)..8 = t80 
E2 A8 = -50 
E3 A8 = oo 
E4 A8 = -50 
Exceptions are models L and Du, which hardly required corrections 
in Experiment E4, and R in Experiment El. R requires strenger 
corrections in Experiment E3. 
The corrections to be made for Experiment El show that the avail-
able wind data are not sufficiently representative of the dis-
persion process. The same applies to E2. In E4, the mean wind 
direction at source height (115m) is displaced by about 5°with 
reference to the mean transport direction. Models L and Du have 
no angular errors since they take account of the 10m wina-data. 
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To distinguish these errors from errors in plume shape modelling, 
angular corrections were carried out prior to the numerical 
evaluations. These corrections consisted in a shift of the "plume 
axes" of the calculated concentration distributions at ground 
level, to match with the axis of the measured concentration 
field. This procedure yields the angular deflections A8 (Table 
10). 
The angle-corrected concentration distributions are the basis for 
further evaluations, e.g. camparisans of the angular distribu-
tions of' concentrations at ground level for a f'ixed distance f'rom 
the source. Angular distribution in this context means the 
prof'ile of the plume cross section in horizontal direction; in 
steady-state Gaussian models, this profile has the shape of a 
Gaussian curve. Figs. 36 - 39 show the angular .distributions of 
experiments El, E2, E3 A and B, E4 (fat curves) as compared with 
the model calculations. 
The chosen distance r from the source was 2 - 3 times the 
distance of the concentration peak: 
El r = 5000 m 
E2 r = 600 m 
E3 r = 4000 4500 m 
E4 r = 3600 m 
In analogy to the angular dependence, also the radius dependence 
of the concentration can be used for the comparison. In this 
case, concentrations "below the plume axis" are compared, i.e. 
concentration curves along the plume below the cross section 
peaks of the concentration distribution at ground level. 
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The matehing of the concentration curves of model and experiment 
within the experimental error range is an essential element in 
the validation of a model. Figs. 40-43 present the calculated 
concentrations as compared with the experimental data obtained 
for the Batch III problems E1 - E4. 
Another method of evaluation consists in plotting the measured 
and calculated data in "scatterplots". In this method, the 
· measured data Mi are plotted against the calculated data Ri in a 
double-logarithmic representation, yielding "point clusters" 
(points Pi=(Mi,Ri)). The higher the agreement between modeland 
experiment in the measuring range, the narrower and the closer to 
the 45° axis are the clusters. The nurober of scatterplots is 
quite large (number of models times nurober of experiments); they 
are presented in Figs. 44-47. 
The double-logarithmic scatterplots give a good picture of the 
interdependence with the frequency distributions of the R/M ratio 
(calculated to measured value). The frequency distribution is ob-
tained by projecting the points P onto an axis normal to the 45° 
line assuming different thresholds. Two different thresholds have 
been set in the frequency distributions in Figs. 48-51: ~ Consi-
deration of points Pi(M, R) with M and R)1•1o-9 m-3 (thin 
lines); 2. Consideration of points Pi (M, R) wi th M and R ~ 100 • 
-10-9m-3 (fat lines). This serves to show the contribution of the 
lower concentrations to the width of the frequency distributions. 
Further, a purely numerical evaluationwas carried out. The quan-
tities X~ X~L,Ccorr, and Q were calculated for each experiment 
and for each model~ These quantities are defined as follows: 
0ontinued on page 84) 
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Fig.36: Angulardistributions of TIC; 
measured data of E1 compared with calculated 
data of the models. 
Source distance r = 5000m. 
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Fig.37: Angular distributions of TIC; 
measured data of E2 comnared with calculated 
data of the models. 
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Fig.38: Pngular distributions of TIC; measured data of E3/A and /B 
compared with calculated data of the models. 
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Fig.39: Angular distributions of TIC; 
measured data of E4 compared with calculated 
data of the models. 
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Fig.41: TIC below the plume axis versus source 
distance r; measured data (e), calcula-
ted data (--). Problem III, E2. 
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Fig.42: TIC below the plume axis versus source 
distance r; measured data (e), calcula-
ted data (-). Problem III, E3/A. 
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Fig.49: like Fig.48, but for E2. 
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Fig.50: like Fig.48, but for E3/A and /B. 
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Fig.51: like Fig.48, but for E4. 
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Chi square: 
Relative chi square: 
A 
-N 
Gorrelation coefficient: 
ccorr 
= 
Mean error factor: 
' 
Chi square describes the mean square deviation between measured 
and calculated data. Identical differences are equally weighted, 
independent of whether they occur between large or small pairs of 
data. This flaw is remedied by the relative Chi square which 
weights the deviations Mi-Ri by 1/(Mi+Ri), thus relating the 
deviations to the values except for Mi>> Ri or Mi<< Ri. 'rhe values 
of X~el are between 0 and 1; small %~l means good agreement 
between theoretical and experimental data. 
continued on page 91 
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a) CHI SQUARE N = 2 o ( 1 7 ) E1 
0 H R L · Du T 
b)RELATIVE CHI SQUARE 
D H R L Du T 
c)CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
D H R L Du T 
d)MEAN ERROR FACTOR Q 
D H R L Du T 
Fig.52: Results of the numerical analysis of E1 data.; 
further information on page 90. 
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a)CHI SQUARE N = 30 (30) E2 
D M R l Du T e2 
b)RELATIVE CHI SQUARE 
D M R l Du T e2 
c)CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
D M R L Du T e2 
d)MEAN ERROR FACTOR Q 
D M R l Du T e2 
Fig.53: Results of the numerical analysis of E2 data; 
further information on page 90. 
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a) CHI SQUARE N = 12 ( 9 ) E3/ A 
DKJ DO M R l Du T 
b)RELATIVE CHI SQUARE 
DKJ D< > M R l Du T 
c)CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
DKJ D< > M R l Du T 
d)MEAN ERROR FACTOR Q 
8+---.---.---.---~--~---.---.--~ 
DKJ D< > M R l Du T 
Fig.54: Results of the numerical analysis of E3/A data; 
further information on page 90. 
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a)CHI SQUARE N = 12 (9) E3/B 
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Fig.55: Results of the numerical analysis of E3/B data; 
further information on page 90. 
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a)CHI SQUARE N = 39 (36) 
OKJ 00 M R L Du T e4 
b)RELATIVE CHI SQUARE 
OKJ 00 M R L Du T e4 
c)CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
DKJ 0<> H R L Du T e4 
d)MEAN ERROR FACTOR Q 
DKJ 00 M R L Du T e4 
Fig.56: Results of the numerical analysis of E4 data; 
further information on page 90. 
E4 
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Explanation of Figs. 52-56: 
(Results of the numerical evaluations) 
The numerical evaluation of the measured and calulated data Mi 
and Ri was carried out with two different thresholds: 
1) Mi) 1·10-9 m-3: black 
2) M1>10•1o-9 m-3: rastered 
The data given for N on top of the figures also apply to these 
two thresholds. For example, N=20(17) means that 20 pairs of 
values (Mi,Ri) per model were evaluated for threshold 1, and 17 
for threshold 2. 
For the mean error factors Q (bottom of the figures), an addi-
tional joint threshold 
had to be introduced because of the Ri/Mi (or Mi/Ri) ratio. With 
the above thresholds for Mi, this is merely an additional 
threshold for R1 • For N'evaluated pairs of values (Mi,Ri), N'~ N 
applies. 
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The correlation coefficient is a measure of the "proportionality" 
of two sets of data: If Ri=a•Mi for all i,a=const+O), all values 
Ri will be completely correlated with Mi and 1Ccord=1. If the 
linear relationship is superposed by statistical or systematic 
deviations, then lccorrl< 1. 
A large correlation coefficient together with a proportionality 
factor a~l means good agreement between calculated and measured 
data. 
A further criterion for determining divergences between model and 
experiment is the mean error factor Q. Q=l means negligible devia-
tions while Q=2 stands for error factors Ri/Mi = 2 and 1/2. 
The mean error factor is related to the frequency distributions 
of R/M: Symmetrie and narrow distributions correspond to Q values 
of 1 and 2 while asymmetric or wide distributions have bigger Q 
values. 
10. Estimation of typical variations in the dispersion experi-
ments 
Typical variations of the concentration field at ground level in 
tracer experiments with given wind and turbulence conditions at a 
given site are determined as follows: 
Several experiments with identical source heights, integration 
times and similar stability, i.e. temperature gradient, wind 
profile, ß"e and 6'~ are selected from a series of measurements made 
in one site. 
The concentration data measured in these experiments are stan-
dardized using a factor u(h8 )/Q in order to be independent of the 
mean wind velocity and emission rate. 
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The resulting data sets have the remaining statistical variations 
resulting from.the variability of the turbulent dispersion pro-
cesses and the limited resolution power in stability determina-
tion. 
Experiment E2 was carried out at Karlsruhe (Exp.31/1). Five 
further experiments with similar dispersion conditions were made 
in this campaigne: Exp. 28/1, 28/2, 31/2, 32/1, 32/2. The time-
averaged dispersion data of these experiments are: 
I 
KfK- I 
0fa (oom experiment I stabil. u60 [~] 6'9Cz= 6cpCz= 
no. I () z 30m class 40m) 40m) 
I 
I 
I 
20° 28/1 I - 1. 2 c 3 13° 
I 
/2 I - 1. 1 c 3 20° 13° 
I 
:31/1 (E2) I - 1. 7 c 6 15° 100 
I 
10° /2 I - 1. 6 c 6 15° 
I 
12° 32/1 I - 1. 5 c 5 15° 
I 
/2 I - 1. 5 c 5.5 16° 12° 
I 
Tab.ll: Meteorological data of experiments similar 
to experiment E2. 
From these experiments, the angular distributions of the concen-
tration at r=500m, 1000m, and 1500m were measured along with 
their range of variations, and two sets of random data were 
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generated within theseangular distribution bands. The two 
synthesized data sets were compared using the method of 
evaluation described. The results of the synthetic E2 data are 
presented in Figs. 45a, 57b, and 53b, c, and d. 
This experimentwas made at Ris~ (exp. of 6-7-79(1)). There was 
only one similar 
of 27-6-79(2). 
Ris~; 
date of ex-
periment 
1) 6.7.79 E4 
2)27.6.79 
experiment 
0%.1 
- 0.4 
- 0.7 
in this campaign, i.e. the experiment 
stabil. 
class 
C - D 
C - D 
u1oo I.W.I 
9 
7.6 
59 (z= 
115m) 
8.8 
11.8 
~(z= 
115m) 
4.7 
7.0 
Tab.12: Experiment similar to E4 
The data in o%z and e'q> do not agree too well; the de'viations 
between concentration fields at ground level seem to be somewhat 
higher than the typical experimental variations. In order to 
eliminate at least the effect of the major horizontal changes of 
wind direction, Experiment E4/2 was corrected by adapting the 
width of the angular distributions to that of E4/l by multiplying 
with 69 (~)/~9(2) ; at the same time, the height of distribution was 
corrected by an inverse factor to achieve mass conservation. 
Gorreetions of the concentrations at ground level with regard to 
G cp are not possible. 
The data of E4/l and E4/2 are presented as scatterplot in Fig. 
47h, as frequency distribution of the ratio c1;c2 in Fig.57c, and 
as numerical evaluation in Figs. 56b,c, and d. 
al TIC ratio of 
two emitted 
tracers in one 
experiment • 
E 2 
bl typical experi-
mental scatter. 
E 4 
cl . 1 . typlca experl-
mental scatter. 
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1 
1 
Fig.57: Experimental scatter E2 and E4. 
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11. Efficiencies of the models in validation problems III. 
E1 - E4 
The above methods of evaluation provide information on the 
efficiency of the models in solving the problems posed in our 
investigation. The large number of evaluation methods is to keep 
the subjective factor at a minimum. In two of the problems E2 and 
E4, a "quality standard" is set: no model is expected to provide 
better results than the typical experimental variations. In the 
two other problems, only relative efficiencies can be determined. 
The methods of evaluation were applied in the following prder: 
1. Visual comparison of iso concentration line representa-
tions of models and experiments (see Figs. 32-35). 
2. Visual comparison of angular distributions (horizontal 
concentration profiles) for fixed distances from the 
source (see Figs. 36-39) 
3. Comparison of time-integrated concentrations at ground 
level below the plume axis (see p.66). 
4. Comparison of measured and calculated data by logarithmic 
plotting (see p.67). Visual evaluation of point clusters. 
5. Comparison of frequency distributions of the R/M ratio 
(see p.67). Visual evaluation of width and location. 
6. Comparison of the values of Chi square, relative Chi 
square, the correlation coefficient C00rr' and the ~ 
error factors Q (see p.84). 
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This procedure was applied to all problems E1, E2, E3/A, E3/B and 
E4 for the models DOSI(D), MUSEMET(M), RIMPUFF(R), the Lagrangian 
model(L), the Dunst model(Du), TRANSLOC(T) and, to a certain 
extent, FOG(F). 
Since the amount of data to be valuated is quite large and 
complex, an attempt was made to make a summary valuation of the 
model efficiencies with regard to the various problems. 
For each of the problems E1-4 and for each model, one obtains a 
set of results for the above methods of evaluation. If a problern 
is considered to be solved "well" by a model according to a 
method of evaluation, a positive mark ("+") is assigned. Calcu-
lations with low agreement with the experiment get a negative 
mark ("-"). In the case of "fair" agreement between model and 
experiment, the model is marked "neutral" ("0"). 
Before carrying out the summary valuation, the criteria of 
valuation were defined for the graphical methods of evaluation 
(1-5) and thresholds for assigning "+", "-", and "0" were defined 
for tbe numerical method (6). 
11.2 Criteria and thresholds of valuation 
Method 1 (visual comparison of isoconcentration line images) 
Criterion of valuation: Width, length of the isoline 
image, shape of lines (see Figs. 32-35) 
Method 2 (Visual comparison of angular distributions) Criterion 
of valuation: Width, height, shape of distribution 
(see Figs. 36-39) 
Method 3 
Method 4 
Method 5 
Method 6 
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(Comparison of TIC below the plume axis with 
experimental data) Criterion of valuation: Factor 
deviation, shape deviation as related to the 
experimental variation (see Figs. 40-43) 
(Scatterplots of measured and calculated data) 
Criterion of valuation: position of the point 
clusters relative to the 45° axis, width, underflow 
(see Figs. 44-47) 
(Frequency distribution of R/M) Criterion of 
valuation: peak location, width of distribution, 
underflow (see Figs. 48-51) 
(numerical evaluation) (see Figs. 52-56, bar charts). 
a) CHI square 
Here, the models can only be evaluated relative to each other. If 
X2 values differ clearly, the models with the small (large) 
values are given a positive (negative) mark; if the differences 
are small, they are marked neutral. 
b) Relative CHI square 
Here, fixed threshold values have been used: 
0 ~ x~L < 0.3 • "+" 
0.3 ~ X~el < O.lt5 • II 0 II 
0.'+5' x~l < 1 II II 
In accordance with the equation 
X~el = ( i~ ~ t 
which is valid in the case of Q=R1/Mi independent of i, 
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the above 'X.~el threshold values have been chösen so as to rnatch 
the ~ threshold values given below. 
c) Gorrelation coefficient Ccorr 
Threshold values: 
I) ;?; Ccorr 
0.(,1 ::> Ccorr 
0.4- ::> Ccorr 
d) Mean error factor Q 
Threshold values: 
.t1 ~ Q. < 
~ 
~ 
3 ~ Q, < 
5 
' 
Q. 
0.67 • • • "+" 
0.4 
• • • "0 II 
,,_,, 
• • 
3 
• • • 
''+" 
5 
• • • 
II 0 II 
"_" • • 
Problem El is used to illustrate the method of evaluation. 
In the first step, isoline representations (Fig.32) are compared. 
Models ~ and f: are quite compatible with the measurements; Q 
has the highest similarity. M has an excessive plume width, Du 
does not calculate a sufficiently fast decrease with longer 
distances, and T is too narrow. F is e~en narrower. The result is 
Model 
Mark 
D 
+ 
M R 
0 
L 
0 
Du T F 
The comparison of angular concentration distributions (Fig.36) 
results in: 
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~ is too low and wide, E is much too narrow and low. D and Du are 
quite compatible with the measured data. R and T are slightly too 
narrow and too high. L is accurate with regard to the width of 
the distribution but too high by a factor of about 2. 
The result is: 
Model 
Mark 
D 
+ 
M R 
0 
L 
0 
Du 
+ 
T 
0 
F 
The comparison of concentrations below the plume axis (Fig.40) 
has the following results: Q is best compatible with the measure-
ments; ~ and E diverge by a factor ~' Du and ! are at least 
two orders of magnitude too high in the x< lOOOm range, M is 
generally too low. The result is: 
Model 
Mark 
D 
+ 
M R 
0 
L 
0 
Du T F 
0 
This is followed by a comparison of the scatterplots of measured 
and calculated data (Fig.44). 
Here, Q is close to the 45°axis at high values, while there are 
only few low values outside the represented range (underflow). Du 
has higher scatter but less underflow. ~ has little scatter at 
high values but much underflow. ~ is similar to ~ but with higher 
scatter. ! has very high scatter but exhibits aggregation near 
the axis at high values. ~ has a strongly scattered, asymmetric 
aggregation of points. The result is: 
Model 
Mark 
D 
+ 
M R 
0 
L 
0 
Du 
+ 
T 
0 
Comparison of frequency distributions of the R/M ratio (Fig. 48): 
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Q and Du are central, with slight scatter and little underflow. R 
and ~ have higher'scatter and much underflow. The distribution of 
M is displaced. T has high scatter and much underflow. 'I'he result 
is: 
Model 
Ivlark 
D 
+ 
M R 
0 
1 
0 
Du 
+ 
T 
Results of the numerical evaluation (see Fig. 52 and definition 
of thresholds on p.97): 
MODEL: D M R L DU T F 
CHI-SQUARE + 0 0 
REL.CHI-SQ. + 0 0 E1 
CORR. -COEF. + + + 
ERROR FACT. + 0 + 0 0 
Tab.13 is completed by the above valuation results: 
ISO-LINES + - 0 0 
ANGUL.DISTR. + 0 0 + 0 
PLUME AXIS + 0 0 0 E1 
SCATTERPLOT + 0 0 + 0 
R/M-DISTR. + 0 0 + 
TOTAL E 1: + 0 0 0 
The comprehensive table shows that model D is quite successful in 
modelling the experimental data of El while models M, ! and ! 
diverge grossly. ! was not completely evaluated but the results 
would have been similar to T. 
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Models B, ~' and Du yield average results. 
The good results of the Gaussian model (DOSI) after an angular 
correction of the direction of the plume axis by +8° are based on 
two factors: 
1. The dispersion conditions of experiment El are not too complex; 
the topographic and meteorological conditions are homogeneaus 
and steady, and the source is not located at ground level but 
at a height of 100m. 
2. The model uses the Karlsruhe-Jülich ö parameters; these are 
based on measuring compaigns which comprise Experiment El, 
i.e. the 6 parameters are optimally chosen for the purpose. 
The poor results of the Gaussian volume source model M (MUSEMET), 
according to its authors, result from a nonadequate conversion of 
the measured ESe data of the vector wind vane at a height of 
120m. The resulting plume is far too wide and has too low maximum 
concentration. This is not a general failure of the model but a 
parameter error in plume width modelling. 
The results of R (RIMPUFF), L (Lagrangian), and Du (Dunst) are 
compatible with the measurements as far as the plume width is 
concerned. Differences occur in the concentrations at ground 
level. The divergence from the experimental values results from 
the modelling of vertical turbulent transport. With other 
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parameters, RIMPUFF (Gaussian puff model) would have yielded 
comparable or even more accurate results than DOSI. The same 
applies to models ~ and Du. 
T (TRANSLOC) yields generally too high and too narrow concen-
tration distributions for problern E1. Both horizontal and 
vertical turbulence are not modelled in accordance with the 
situation of the experiments were entered only indirectly in 
TRANSLOC, which caused an axially symmetric plume. 
F (FOG) results in too low and very narrow distributions, as can 
be seen from the angular distributions (Fig.36). For an explana-
tion of this behaviour, see comments on the solutions to the 
BatchIproblems (p.42). 
The data of experiment E2 are best modelled by the models D 
(DOSI), Du (Dunst), and L (Lagrangian). This results not only 
from the general valuation in Table 14 but also from the 
scatterplots (Fig. 45). Only the point clusters of models Q,~ and 
Du correspond to the typical experimental scatter (Fig.45a) with 
regard to their location and shape. 'Jlhis is clearly indicated 
also by the R/M ratio (Figs. 49 and 57b). 
The results of the numerical evaluation (Fig.53) confirm these 
Observations. 
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Tab.14: valuation table E2 
NODEL: D N R L DU T F 
ISO-LINES + + 0 0 
ANGUL.DISTR. 0 0 + + 
PLUME AXIS + 0 + + + 
SCATTERPLOT + 0 0 + + 
R/M-DISTR. + 0 0 + + E2 
CHI-~QUARE + 0 0 + 
REL.CHI-QU. + + + 
CORR.-COEF. + 0 0 + + 0 
ERROR FACT. + + + 
TOTAL E 2: + 0 0 + + 
In DOSI, the Karlsruhe-Jülich ~ parameters were used again. As in 
problern El, these parameters were derived from measuring 
campaigns comprising Experiment E2. This explains the good 
results of DOSI. 
In the case of L and Du, one should note that the measured and 
calculated values agree only near the source in the range r~60üm, 
where most of the measuring points are located. If the isoline 
representations of the two models are compared with those of 
Experiment E2 (Fig.33). The concentrations have a wider radial 
range with .!: and Du. 
With regard to this criterion, M (MUSEMET) and R (RIMPUFF) have 
better results than L and Du. 
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T (TRANSLOC) and F(FOG) do not give an accurate representation of 
the concentration distribution of Experiment E2. ! calculates a 
plume too narrow (see isolines and angular distributions E2, 
Figs. 33 and 37) and a strongly divergent curve for the 
concentrations below the plume axis (Fig.41). Similar results are 
achieved by the scatterplot (Fig.45h), the frequency distribution 
of R/M (Fig.49), and the numerical evaluation (Fig.53a-d). 
~ calculates a plume which is too wide (Fig.37), leading to much 
too low concentrations at ground level. 
In ~ and in !, the problems result from the modelling of vertical 
and horizontal diffusion, as has already been shwon in Batch I. 
The data of Experiment E3, A and B, differ from those of the 
other experiments in that they were obtained from a single 
measured angular distribution at a distance r=3700-4500m from the 
source, so that radial dependences and plume shapes cannot be 
compared. 
The main criterion of valuation therefore is the degree of 
correspondence between the calculated and the measured angular 
distributions (Figs. 38a,b). 
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As can be seen in Fig.38a, the distributions calculated by ~' !, 
and F match best with the distribution measured in Experiment 
E3/A. 
D(KJ) and M calculate much too wide and low distributions. 
The results of D(5), ~ and Du show average agreement with the 
measured data. 
The result is: 
Model 
Mark 
D(KJ) D(e) 
0 
M R 
+ 
L 
0 
Du 
0 
T 
+ + 
If the other methods of evaluation are considered as well 
(without isolines and concentrations below the plume axis), the 
following valuation table is obtained for problern E3/A: 
MODEL: DKJ D<> M R L DU T F 
ISO-LINES 
ANGUL.DISTR. - 0 + 0 0 + + 
PLUME AXIS 
SCATTERPLOT 0 0 0 0 
R/M-DISTR. 0 0 0 + 0 E3/A 
CHI-SQUARE 0 + + + + 
.REL.CHI-SQ. 0 0 0 
CORR.-COEF. + + + + + + + 
ERROR FACT. 0 0 0 0 + 
TOTAL E3A: 0 + 0 + + + 
Tab.15 
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The overall evaluation of this table differs hardly from the 
evaluation based on angular distributions. 
Owing to the short roughness length z0 =0.2m, the Gaussian model D 
with Karlsruhe-Jülich 6 parameters calculates too wide angular 
distributions. If the concentration distributions of the two 
half-hour experiments E3/A and E3/B are superposed and the result 
is compared with the distribution of D<o> (Scatterplot Fig. 
46b), the calculations are found to be in good agreement with the 
measurements. 
The good results of ! and ! in this case are partly explained by 
the fact that models ! and ! always calculate very narrow distri-
butions for near-neutral conditions (see Fig.12c). Experiment 
E3/A is the only experiment with a narrow plume. 
11.6.3 Problem E3/B 
----------
This part of Problem E3 clearly illustrates the advantage of 
dispersion models taking account of the changes of wind direction 
with time during the dispersion process. In principle, models 
M,R,L,Du and 1:_ should be capable of doing this, but only mode1s .B. 
and ~ were successful. Fig.38a clearly shows that the double peak 
of the measured distribution was modelled only by these two 
models. 
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~ uses too large 6e values, so that the influence of changes in 
wind direction is hidden. Du and ! use too rough spatial and time 
averages so that the structure of the angular distribution cannot 
be resolved. 
The valuation on the basis of angular distributions is: 
Model 
Mark 
D(KJ) D(6) R 
+ 
L 
+ 
Du T F 
The overall valuation considering all methods of evaluation 
(again without isolines and concentrations below the plume axis), 
is: 
MODEL: DKJ D<> M R L DU T F 
ISO-LINES 
ANGUL.DISTR. - + + 
PLUME AXIS 
SCATTERPLOT 0 + + 0 
R/M-DISTR. + + + 0 E3/B 
CHI-SQUARE 0 0 + + 0 
REL.CHI-SQ. 0 + + 0 + 
CORR. -COEF. 0 0 + + 0 
ERROR FACT. 0 + + 0 + 
TOTAL E3B: 0 + + 0 
Tab.16 
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The only change is for models Q and Du, which are now marked "O" 
instead of "-". The two models are satisfactory "on average" for 
the measured angular distributions (see Fig.38b). 
With this problem, the scatter of calculation results was less 
than with the other problems. This·is due to the given meteoro-
logical conditions: Stability is near neutral, the wind velocity 
is high, changes of wind direction and height-dependent 
directional shear are low. Further, there are no measuring points 
before the concentration peak (other than in E1 and E2). The 
sensitivity of the models for 6~(x) (vertical diffusion) is less 
pronounced at long distances than at short distances ahead of the 
concentration peak (see Section 6.3). 
11.7.1 Valuation results E4 
Good results are obtained with D(KJ), M, and ~· D(KJ} and Mare 
optimal as can be seen by a comparison of scatterplots (Figs. 
47a,c,h, R/M distributions (Figs.51 and 57c) and 'X~el and Q data 
(Figs. 56b,d). 
Average agreement with the experiment was obtained with models 
D<6), B_, Du, and T.· 
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The resu1ts of ! are quite divergent and much too low (see Figs. 
3 9, 4 3). The behaviour is the same as in Problem I ( Figs • 18, 19 ) • 
The valuation table for problern E4 is as follows (Tab.17): 
MODEL: DKJ D<> M R 1 DU T F 
ISO-LINES + + 0 0 0 0 
ANGUL.DISTR. - 0 + + 0 
PLUME AXIS 0 0 0 0 + + 0 
SCATTERPLOT + 0 + 0 0 0 + 
R/M-DISTR. + 0 + 0 0 0 + E4 
CHI-SQUARE 0 0 0 + + 
REL.CHI-SQ. + + + 0 0 0 + 
CORR.-COEF. + + + + + 0 + 
ERROR FACT. + + + 0 + 0 + 
TOTAL E 4: + 0 + 0 + 0 0 
12. Summary of the results of the validation studies 
The valuation results can be summarized as follows (Tab.18): 
El 
E2 
E3/A 
E3/B 
E4 
D(KJ) D<6> M 
+ 
+ 0 
0 
0 
+ 0 + 
R 
0 
0 
+ 
+ 
0 
L DU T F 
0 0 
+ + 
0 0 + + 
+ 0 
+ 0 0 
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With the exception of problern E3, good results were obtained with 
the Gaussian model DOSI with the Karlsruhe-Jülich 6 parameters. 
With (6) parameters, average results are achieved for problems E3 
and E4. 
The results of MUSEMET, RIMPUFF,Lagrange model, and Dunst model 
are average, with B, ~ and Du having some advantage over ~· One 
should keep in mind, however, that the Gaussian-type models R and 
~ may be brought to at least the standard of D(KJ) in cases of 
"neutral" or "negative" performance by choosing more appropriate 
6' -parameters. 
The deviations from experimental data of TRANSLOC, which are 
quite marked in some cases, are due to undifferentiated input of 
time-dependent wind data, to problems in the modelling of 
vertical diffusion (at ground level), and to excessive mesh 
widths near the source. In principle, TRANSLOG should perform 
similar to the Dunst model. 
The strata model FOG has problems in modelling horizontal and 
vertical diffusion which have already been discussed in Batch I, 
Section 6.3. 
The following general extrapolations can be made from the results 
of the validation studies concerning the modelling of atmospheric 
dispersion processes at a distance r~20 km: 
e The mean error factor Q (see Section 9.2 p.83) will always be 
higher than 2-3. 
2. 
e The minimum achievable value for 'Xrel is 0. 2 
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These figures apply to dispersion experiments similar to those 
described in the present study, with relatively accurate measure-
ment of meteorological data. Further, the systematic errors in 
wind direction/transport direction A6 (Table 10) have already 
been eliminated. The models use suitable ö parameters or 
diffusion models. 
If these optimum conditions are not rnet, Q rnay easily reach 
values of 10 while ~~el converges to 0.6-0.8. 
In dispersion Situations with strongly time-dependent wind 
vectors or with wind fields variable in space, with slight wind, 
or orographic effects, models like MUSEMET, RIMPUFF, the 
Lagrangian model, the Dunst model, and TRANSLOG may be applied if 
the wind field data are available. In this case, however, the 
above minimum values for Q and %~el will be clearly exceeded 
not only because of errors in the calculated wind field but also 
because of additional inaccuracies in the modelling of turbu-
lence. 
Better assessment of model efficiencies in case of more complex 
dispersion Situations can only be reached after further 
validation studies. 
The working group (AVVA) ought to continue its activities , if 
necessary with some other members, in order to get results on the 
more complex problems mentioned above. 
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ANNEX 1 
Transformation of wind-, temperature-, and turbulence-data 
of the tasks and experiments into the corresponding guantities of 
atmOSJ?heric similarity theory, L and u*. 
The Monin-Obukhov-length L can be taken as a measure of the at-
mospheric stability. It is defined as 
3 L=- ~CJs Ce • u.* ( 1 ) ~· o/T· H 
u* = friction velocity [m/s] 
H = net radiation flux [watt/m~ 
qa = density of air Q<g/m~ 
Cp = specific heat of air ~oule/kg/o~ 
T = air temperature [oK] 
k = v. Karman's constant ( 0. 4) 
g = gravitational acceleration = 9.81 [m;sj 
Vertical profiles of the wind-velocity in the Prandtl~layer 
can be characterised by a friction velocity u* that is nearly 
a constant. The vertical gradient of the wind velocity can be 
written like 
... 
-
The functions ~M depend on stability /Dy74/, /Bu73/: 
z 1 
unstable: <1>M = (1-15. 4 L 
neutral : cp M = 1 
stable : ~M 1 + 5 z = L 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
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Integration of (2) gives: 
unstable: 
u(z) = T{4f., -~(t{4+~))-~(4{~+JA~- f} (6) 
neutral: 
U* t ~ 
u(z) = -:r-M-
'K 1o 
stable: 
u(z):: T(~t. 
( 7) 
( 8) 
By fitting these wind-profile functions to the given wind-profiles 
considering stability and roughness-length u* and L can be obtained. 
In the case of additional information about the temperature lapse 
rate this is considered during the determination of L and u*. From 
the definition of L (1) follows by insertion of 
( 9) 
a relation between L, u*, and d~~ , the potential temperature 
lapse rate: 
ae 
. z.-
the functions ~H are /Dy74/, /Bu73/: 
1 
unstable: ~H = 0.74(1-9 ~)- 2 
stable ~H = 0.74 + 5 ~ 
a'!- ( 10) ; 
( 11 ) 
( 1 2) 
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Then the proceeding is as follows: 
I) an approximate value of L is takeno 
II) with temperature lapse rate data and eqQ (10) u* is 
calculated. 
III) with L, u*,and equations (6,7,8) the wind-profiles 
calculated. 
are 
IV) comparison of the calculated Wind-profiles and the Wind-
profile data of the experiment or the task by chi-square. 
Variation of L (then go to II, etc.) until minimurn chi-
square is obtained. 
The values of L and u* for the comparative - and validation -
tasks were calculated in this way. 
The wind-and temperature-profiles used in II and IV are temporal 
average values of the experimental data and are valid during the 
whole sampling timeo 
When calculating vertical profiles the local zero-displacement 
d was considered by changing the variable z into z-d. 
Determination of the Richardson-nurnber Ri either follows from 
definition and measured gradients 
or from 
i 
--· L 
<:J>H (i!,l) 
4>~ (z, L) 
( 1 3) 
( 1 4) • 
coordinates I rneasured I 10-9 rn-3 calculated TIC data of different rnodels E1 
TIC data 
E1 
rifin] e. [o] • l M. I D(KJ) l M R L Du T 
184-0 70 82 300 130 0.03 1000 270 100 
1570 77 1381 700 102 2000 2350 1000 1000 24-10 77 725 600 216 1120 2350 525 500 134-0 84-.5 860 950 56 1260 2000 1800 2500 24-20 84.5 556 950 227 1780 1400 1260 2000 1180 91.5 134 500 24- 708 1580 1800 1000 
2560 92 287 600 212 100 630 1260 600 
7300 77·5 436 250 67 320 790 16 10 
5300 84-.5 639 580 134- 800 790 363 1000 
5325 86.5 357 500 132 250 400 500 500 ~ ~ 5565 94.5 525 250 109 0 50 468 10 (X) 
7680 87.5 4-4-0 320 61 32 160 240 300 I 10900 84.5 312 250 33 100 0.02 32 480 
5475 99.1 307 120 98 0 0.003 224 0.5 6110 107 215 20 56 0 0 20 0 8880 107 76 8 27 0 0 10 0 
134-35 91.5 266 100 19 0 0 125 0 
6375 114.3 8.9 0.5 32 0 0 1 0 
10500 77 0.9 200 33 70 10 2 1 
560 84 4-.8 50 3 0 100 1600 2000 
24-10 69.5 8.5 250 180 0 700 100 30 
II 
::r> 
z 
er Norrnalized values of TIC close to the ground; a ~ 
rneasured and calculated data. I» 1\) 
m 
...... 
Coordinates I measured I 10-9 m- 3 calculated TIC data of different models E2 
TIC data 
E2 
ri[Jn] ei[OJI M. I D(KJ) M R L Du T l 
--
135 14-1 137 0.5 0 0 0 1000 1 100 175 174-5 2200 0.1 320 2000 4-4-00 80 110 215 524- 670 0.7 200 1000 2200 50 125 225 627 70 0.7 10 200 1200 10 14-5 223 322 3-5 1.1 0.4- 4-0 700 1 
215 14-5 36 1.2 0.03 0 0 750 0 215 153 698 4-10 0.5 0 320 14-70 3 215 165 1615 870 62 32 1580 34-00 60 215 176 54-20 3750 830 174-0 3980 5650 4-00 215 187 2870 64-00 284-0 6000 7080 6000 1300 225 197 531 5800 4-030 4-270 7000 54-00 900 24-0 208 3830 2600 2500 1900 2820 2500 100 200 219 768 4-00 300 200 630 1260 10 200 230 819 13 4-0 3 200 560 1 ~ 
~ 360 150 4-0 32 0.9 0 100 20 0 <0 360 172 3385 2300 880 320 2510 4-000 100 I 360 179 3885 4-500 24-70 1860· 4-260 5700 900 360 189 74-85 7700 524-0 3700 7000 6000 3000 355 197 4-125 5700 5500 3200 7000 4-500 1000 
355 215 553 770 14-4-0 250 800 750 8 385 223 382 85 54-0 16 100 160 1 4-20 227 122 lj. 158 3 0 4-0 0 
620 167 898 370 250 16 710 1100 5 635 175 1865 1350 1000 320 214-0 2800 100 
710 195 585 2550 304-0 1380 5250 2800 2500 700 207 4-59 850 1790 630 1260 600 12 
695 212 209 350 1160 200 320 160 2 54-5 223 39 6.8 4-50 10 0 30 0 
124-5 196 261 930 1170 630 2820 1000 1000 
104-5 210 I 212 200 735 100 150 50 Oo1 
c 
Norrnalized values of TIC close to the ground; !. 
I» rneasured and calculated data. m 
N 
coordinates 
ri[m] e. [o] ]. 
4720 282 
4490 285 
4275 287 
4065 291 
3975 292 
3905 294 
3830 295 
3770 296 
3695 298 
3635 300 
3615 301 
3545 303 
4720 282 
4490 285 
4275 287 
4065 291 
3975 292 
3905 294 
3830 295 
3770 296 
3695 298 
3635 300 
3615 301 
3545 303 
9 _-3 -measured 10 
TIC data 
E3/A 
M. D(KJ~ ]. 
25 500 390 440 200 
1127 650 890 517 2000 
2358 690 1220 488 2800 
1267 650 900 247 1260 
245 600 750 192 630 
97 535 525 96 160 
4 450 335 65 50 
4 375 210 42 10 
36 275 90 15 0.2 
47 210 50 4 0 
7 160 25 2 0 
11 100 10 0.5 0 
E3/B 
986 500 390 200 350 1372 650 890 380 1250 360 690 1220 620 1050 
457 650 900 700 1220 1584 600 750 500 1400 2113 535 525 100 1700 1339 450 335 30 1380 205 375 210 15 1150 7 275 90 5 200 14 210 50 1.5 50 
7 160 25 0.5 10 4 100 10 0 0 
Normalized values of TIC close to the ground; 
measured and calculated data. 
3 400 
1000 1000 
1400 1480 
500 1000 
100 630 
1 400 
0 250 
0 160 
0 40 
0 10 
0 5 
0 1 
20 400 
350 1260 
350 1480 
800 1000 
1400 700 
1800 400 
1200 250 
500 126 
160 40 
100 10 
0 5 
0 1 
0 
750 
1800 
1250 
850 
70 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
750 
1800 
1250 
850 
70 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
m-
m 
CA) 
~ 
1\) 
0 
I 
coordinates I rneasured I 10-9 rn- 3 calculated TIC data of different rnodels E4 TIC data 
E4 
' 
r i [ni] e. [~ EM. I D(KJ) D(o) N R L Du T l l 
2100 100 14- 16 14- 10 0 0 8 50 
1965 102 29 35 34- 20 0 0 20 75 
194-0 104- 79 69 61 4-0 0.1 1 4-0 80 
1895 108 270 208 160 200 10 220 180 150 
1870 114- 918 600 380 570 25 790 760 300 
1790 116 1350 730 '4-71 620 34-0 1120 1500 4-00 
1820 119 14-90 84-5 514- 750 4-00 1260 14-10 550 
1855 121 2010 84-5 502 750 4-50 1150 1260 550 
184-0 125 2930 660 4-23 550 630 790 630 350 
1870 127 2720 530 343 450 560 600 400 250 
1855 131 990 260 199 270 250 180 100 150 
1915 133 133 168 128 160 100 100 30 100 
3810 102 5 6.5 5.4 10 0 0 3 20 
3675 104 50 17 13 15 0 0 8 40 
3685 107 94 52 32 57 1 4-0 30 60 
3660 110 140 118 66 130 10 200 100 90 
3645 112 274- 182 96 177 40 295 235 150 
~ 3625 114- 367 260 128 230 125 440 500 200 ~ 
~ 3595 117 421 350 170 300 220 630 630 270 
3515 119 515 390 191 310 330 630 790 350 
3515 121 400 390 191 300 360 450 690 370 
3530 124 792 325 163 250 400 450 400 300 
3535 127 436 220 118 200 320 250 100 200 
3555 129 216 150 84 14-0 160 100 20 100 
3600 132 144- 72 43 60 50 4 3 80 
3615 134- 43 36 25 35 16 0 0.7 50 
3500 135 7 26 20 20 10 0 0.2 30 
5600 106 11 14 9 20 0.05 0 8 10 
5630 110 126 55 29 60 1.6 32 60 50 
54-55 113 198 117 57 110 20 180 200 80 
5325 115 223 156 78 120 60 320 330 150 
5300 118 216 202 100 140 200 450 480 270 
5360 121 288 208 102 140 230 370 350 280 
5380 124 295 175 85 120 200 230 125 200 
5480 127 194 117 56 80 135 63 20 90 
5500 129 122 72 38 40 50 0.5 1.5 60 
5410 132 50 30 18 37 16 0 0.08 40 0 5ltü0 134 11 14 10 20 9 0 0 10 I» 
5385 137 4- 3 3 7 2.5 0 0 7 
-I» 
Normalized values of TIC close to the ground; ~ 
measured and calculated data. 
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ANNEX3 
Tasks I, II 
(Cornparative calculations} 
' Coordinate system for computation of concentrations 
o• 
Cy linder-coordina tes or plain polar coordinates. 
r 1 , 1=1,20 (if computer-time has to be saved you can choose 
an imax < 20 1 ) 
~I 
{ 2oo, 4oo, soo, 12oo, l6oo, 2ooo, 24oo, Jooo, J6oo, 44oo,s4oo, 6600, 
sooo, 1oooo, 12000, 14ooo, 16ooo, 2oooo, 24opo, 3oooo} [m] 
cons tant 5°-steps ( for narrow plumes 2. 5°-s teps) • 
If concentrations C(r,?,lm) become ernaller than 
10-3• C (r 10°, 1m) 10°-steps can be used or out off, 
zk' k==l ,11 
{1,3o,6o,9o, .... Joo} (m] 
Thls height variation is only important if vertical 
profiles of concentration shall be computed. 
wind-proflle u(z} 1 
p(~ I~.> 
u(z) = u 10 • 0!~,.) j L-Roughness-length 
stability 
utz)200m) = u(z=200m) 
wind-profile exponent p{S,z0 ): 
·' 
~ z0 =0.1m 
A o.oe 
B o.os 
c 0.10 
D 0.15 
E 0,30 
F o.so 
•o = 1.0 m 
0.16 
0,17 
0.20 
o. 27. 
0,36 
0,60 
The ~ -parameters, temperature lapse ratea, Wind-profiles, 
Richardson numbers, Honin-Obukhov-lengths, friotion veloci ties, 
etc., used to compute the taaks should be sent to Karlsruhe 
tagether with the re•sults, 
Toachieve higher precision the meterological Situations 
of task I & II were also formulated with equations of 
the atmospheric similarity theory. The resulting numbers 
and tablas were sent to all participants, These data 
can be found in the main part of this report. 
Task I (simple atmospher ic condi tions) Batch T 
Release- and diffusion-conditions: 
stationary release, sampling time lh (for stationary Gaussian 
models) 
constant release for 1h, sampl, time 1h (for time dependent 
modele) 
unit release ratet 1 unit/h 
stationary dispersion conditions 
wind direction 1 1aoo 
plain, uniform topography 
mixing height h :l ="oo" (i.e. influences of the capping 
inversion shallmö~ neglected) 
The followinq different cas.es shall be computed: 
source-heights: h 9 = 10 m, 100 m, 200 m, 
each w!th the rouqhness-lengths: z
0 
"" 0.1 m and 1.0 m, 
atmospheric stabilities and wind veloeitles are (111): 
The corresponding potential temperature lapse rates ~,%'2 ~."] dependlng on height are: 
i! f so .. t ~ ~001>1 
-o.~ +2.3 
SO-ASO,. 
H.:l 
,t)O·Joom 
o.o ~ 
:z~Aso. 2> 300m 
H.l +O.l 
- to.3 -
Task II (wind-shear and inversion} Batch!I 
Release- and diffusion-conditions t 
constant release for 1h, sampl. time lh 
unit release rate: 1 unit/h 
stationary dispersion conditions 
plain, uniform topography 
The following different cases shall be computedr 
source-heights r h 9 = 10 m, 100 m, 200 m, 
each with the roughness-lenqths r z0 0.1 m and 1.0 m, 
and the wind veloeitles: u 10 =-: 2 i and 4 ;· 
Task II .1) 
Wind-direction shear dependent on height 
The wind-direction close to the ground is 180° according 
to a plume tranapert direction of oo. At a height of 200 m 
this direction has turned to +450t 
$~ .. ,. 
~e. __________ _ 
~ above the height of 200 m. 
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The absolute value of the wind velocity u(z)= Jti(zd 
has the same height-dependence like in task I. 
Task II,1 shall only be computed for a stable stratification 
(stability class F), 
Again the influence of the inversion above the mixed layer 
shall be neglected. 
Task II,2) 
stationary inversion si tuation 
Inversion with ~%z ~ + 2 e~oo] 
lower edge z 1 = 1 SO m 
upper edge t zu = 350 m 
temperature lapse rate below the inversion layer according 
to stability class B 
wind d!rection 1 1600 
wind Velocity profilas like task I 
i! 0 Task II,2: 
Temperaturaprefile 
Structure of output data: 
Storing of the angle-dapendent concentrations: 
1) positive anslest 
• C(0°), C(2,S0 ),,,.., C(42,S0 ), (2.S0 -steps) 
C(45°) ,C(5S0 ) , .. ,. , C(175°), (10° -steps) 
2) negative angles: 
same as positive anglest C(0°), C(-2.5°}, ..• ,C(-45°),, ,, , 
C(-17S0 ) 
Finally the value at the angle 180o is stored. 
The 10°-steps are optional, 
cornments on the output-FORTRAN-prograrn: 
IFLAG Ot only 2.5°-steps are stored, 
IFLAG 11 also 10°- steps are stored, 
CINT1F (IR,IPHI,IPM) 1 TIC close to the ground (z=1m) 
~ (IR,IPHI,IPM) 1 at the rad!us riR and angle tfiPHI, 
~ -~ 
Concentration deposited on the ground. 
riR Eö (2oo, 400, 6·JO ,1200, 1600,2000, 24oo, 3000,3600,4400, S4oo, 
6600, eooo,1oooo,12ooo, 14ooo, 16ooo, 20000, 24ooo, 3oooo} [-1 
14 t: IRMAX E 20 
IPM • means lj)IPHI E to0 , 2, S0 ,,,., 42, s 0J 
IPM = means 'frPHie {o0 ,-2,S0 ,,.,,-42.s'} 
Q!IT.1Q (IR,IPHI,IPM) 1 like CINT1F, but1 ,., 
~ (IR,IPHI,IPM) 1 like C!NTBF, buto.,,. 
,. ,if IPM ~ <PIPHie [+4S0 ,,., ,+16S0 J 
,,.!f IPM = 2 1 'fiPHie_\-4S0 ,,.,,-16S0J 
desired output (task I and II) 
1. time-integrnted concentrations close to the gr.ound 
CTIC (r, 'f, 1 m) 
2. if possible, compute also dry deposition 
CDEP (r, 'f) I VDEP = 1 [~]' 
3. time dependent concentratlons in the air: 
vertical profilas of concentration 
c(r 1 , 0°, Zk;t)• (Zk' k=l,l1 _. coordinates) 
r 1 = 1200 m, 2000 m, 5400 m, t = 1 h. 
4. time dependent concentrations close to the ground 
C(ri,q>j' 1 mr t 1) ('fj -+coordinates) 
t 1 = 15 min, 30 min, 60 min 
r 1 = 1200 m, 2000 m, 5400 m. 
«) only task II .1: 
also compute C(r 1 , 20°, zk, t). 
C1200 (IPHI,IZ): 
f.2000 (IPHI,IZ) 1 
f2400 (IPHI, IZ) 1 
TICs in air a t the he!ght Z i z 
at the radii 1200 m, 2000 m, and 5400 m. 
z1z E t1,30,6o,9o, ... ,3oo} [m] 
IPHI 
IPHI 
C15F (IR,IPHI,IPM): time dependent (not time-integrated) 
~ (IR,IPHI ,IPM) 1 concentrations in air at different 
f.§~ (IR,IPHI,IPM) r times and radiit 
f1SG (IR,IPHI,IPM): 
f~.Q2 (IR,IPHI ,IPM): 
C60G (IR,IPHI,IPM) I 
{1s min, 30 min, 60 min1 
IR= 1, 3 s 1200 m, 2000 rn, 5400 m, 
l'l'rPHrl E { oo,2.so, ••• 42.soJ 
like C15F, etc., but 
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FORTRAN output scheme 
WRITE (1,100) IFLAG, IRMAX 
00 10 IR.= 1 ,IRMAX 
0020IPH=1,2 
00 30 IPHI • 1 , 18 
WRITE (1 ,200) CINT1F (IR,IPHI,IPH), CINTBF (IR,IPHI, 
IPH) 
30 CONTINUE 
IF (IFLAG , EQ,O) GOTO 20 
00 40 IPHI = 1,13 
WRITE (1,200) CINT1G (IR,IPHI,IPH) ,C!NTBG (IR,IPHI,IPH) 
40 CONTINUE 
20 ,CONTINUE 
If (IFLAG.EQ,O) GOTO 10 
WRITE(1,200) C!NT1G(IR,14,1), CINTBG (IR,14,1) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO SO IZ = 1 , 11 
00 60 IPHI = 1 , 2 
WRITE(1 ,300) C1200(IPHI,IZ), C2000(IPHI,IZ) ,C5400 
(IPHI, IZ) 
60 CONTINUE 
SO CONTINUE 
111 • Validation 
E1/1 
Experiment 1 E1 
constant emission {source-term} for 1 h 
source heights h
9 
= 100 m 't 
source term: Ö = 1 uni t/h 
total diffusion- and sampling times lh SO min 
maximum distance of sampling devices 
downwind of the source:rV14000 m 
The time-inteqrated concentrations in the air close to the 
ground surface (at a height of 1 m} shall be calculated at 
given points downwind of the source, In the experiment the 
whole plume has crossed all the sampler positions, 
The sampling-{integration~} time is lh 50' for time dependent 
numeriaal modele which consider windshaar and G'x-diffuston, 
The sampling-time is lh for simple''Gaussian models 1 (1h-segment 
of a stationary Gaussian plwne), 
Topoqraphy 
Roughness-length z
0 
• 1.2 m 
Zero displacement d 16 m 
Uniform 'flat terrain with buildings and forest, 
80 
90 
70 
9S 
100 
200 
300 
00 95 IR = 1 ,3 
00 70 IPH = 1,2 
DO 80 !PHI = 1 , 18 
WRITE (1, 300) C1 SF (IR,IPHI, IPH) ,C30F (IR, !PHI, IPM), 
C60F (IR, IPHI, IPM) 
CONTINUE 
IF(IFLJ\G,EQ.O) GOTO 70 
00 90 !PHI = 1 , 13 
WRITE(1 ,300)C15G( IR,IPHI,IPH) ,C30G(IR,IPHI,IPH) ,C60G 
(IR,IPHI,IPM) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF( IFLAG,EQ.O) GOTO 95 
WRITE( 1,300) C15G(IR,14,1) ,C30(IR,14,1) ,C60(IR,14,1) 
CONTINUE 
FORMJ\T (11 ,IJ) 
FORHJ\T (2E14.4) 
FORMAT (3E14, 4) 
Problems 
E1/2. 
Stability and wind-profile 
The Pasguill-cateqory E was derived from synoptical data, the 
temperature lapsa rate, radiation, and 09 - G'"; -measurernents i 
(night-time experiment) • 
Tamperature lapse ratet 
net radiation flux: 
cloud amoWlt: 
horizontal and vertical 
wind fluctuations, 
AT 6•1 
.1o0M s 0./-100111 
-+ft(w-A20 .. ) = +o.OA6 [.;:;] 
- 14 Watt1m2 
3/8 
G'e (= G'A), z•.rlOmt rnean values calculated from 
11 10-min-average data. 6't (a 6'E)1 II 
Monin-Obukhov lenqth L and friction velocity u• are derived frorn 
the time-averaged Wind-profile: 
10 20 30 so 80 100 120 (m] 
u(•l 0,3 o.s 1.0 2.3 3.8 5,8 6,7 7.2 [m!•] 
Wind-profile according to similarity theory, stable case: 
(i!-d.)· 5] 
L 
The values for u• and L come from a least-squares fit of this 
function to the wind-profile data with z' = z - d > 0 m. 
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Etl/3 
~(±10m) 
u• = 'o. 265 <± 0,015) m/s 
These results are in good agreement with the similarity theory 
as indioated by the temperature lapse rate 1 
!! (~'=So ) .. I . ..!.!:. o:~ + ~ .. A" f'l<'] 
,)!. "' "' J- O,A, 50·L o.o "" fiii: 
the measured value :: (.20-A.ZOtn) 
Richardson nUmber, Ri(z) (z 1 ) : 
* (l•So .. )(a' • Jttto) "' 0.07 ~] 
~(a•Aoo..)(i'• Bh) = o.o~s-~] 
Ri (z=50m) (z '=34m)=0,119 
Ri(z•IOlll) (zlo84m)•0,366, 
desired output 
ls 
~ = O.OA':tlf [~] 
~ .. O.OA34t~J 
The time-integrated air-concentrations close to the ground 
shall be calculated at the points of intersection of a polar-
coordinate grid: 
the values of rare 
r 1= {200, 400, 60o, 800, 1000, 1200, 1600 1 2000, 2400, Jooo, 
2600, 4400, 5400, 6600, 8000, 10000, 12000, 14000, 16000, 
20000) [m] (!=1 1 20)1 
the values of <(I are qiven by 
I '~'i'"cfJ-Hol 
Where fo is an "average dispersion direction 11 with "geographic" 
angle de f in! tion ( north=QO) , 
for experiment EI : 'fo ,. 7'ro 
!fj = {-450, -42.50, ... ' oo, +2,50, ... +450) 
(2.50- steps), 
The calculated conpentration values CTI (r1 , <fj) tagether with 
the coorcUnates r 1 and 'fj shall be written on a magnetic tape 
(+.p,El/6), 
~ 
Jr;QJ 
~~IÖ' 
Profiles of the wind vector ~ ( 10-min-average values} 
upper part: ~~~ (z)' lower part: wind directions <•> 
(Ii') the angles given in the last three lines aceerd to the 
meteorological wind directions. 
Writing on mag-tape 
IEXP 
IPHA 
IR 
JPHI 
CINT 
Writinq sheme 
experiment-no.t (here=1) 
run-no.: (here only =1) 
index of radius 
IR=l 1 IRMJ\X=2121 
r 1 takes the values given on page 
El/5 
index of angle 
JPHI=l, JPHIX=J7 
ljl~ takea the values given on page 
El/5 
time-integrated concentration close 
to the ground, 
WRITE ( 1 1 1~) IEXP ,IPHA,IRMAX,JLHIMX 
001121 IR=l ,IRMAX 
002121 JPHI=l ,JPHIMX 
WRITE(1,2121121l CINT(IR,JPHI) 
21'! CONTINUE 
1121 CONTINUE 
1121121 FORMJ\T(I2,I2,I3 1 I3) 
2121121 FORMAT(E14,4) 
1 track-tape, 1600 BPI, NOLABEL 
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Experiment 2 E2 
conytant emission (source term) for Nlh 
BOJlrce height; h8=60 rn 
source-terma Q ~ 2 units/h 
beginning of releaseo t 0= b min 
start of sarnpling: tr=20 min 
end of samplingo t 2=SO min 
. maxirnum downwind distance of sampling devices: -1300 m. 
The time-integrated. concentrations in the air close to the 
ground (at a heiqht of 1m) ahall be calculated'at gi~en 
points downwind of the source, 
The sampling- (integrationd time interval is 
At. • t1 - t1 "' 30 lntn. 
Topography 
Roughness-length 
Zero displacernent 
z 0 =1,2m 
d=10 m 
Uniform flat terrain with buildings and forest, 
E.2./3 
Temperature lapse rate 
wind-proflle gradient 
The values of L and u• fitting both lapse rate and Windprofile 
at:e: 
L = -100 m (.:!; 20 m) 
u..,= o.e m/s(.:!;0.1 m/s) r 
from this one obtains the time-averaged gradient ~%a• 
!! (~· 50M1ö!1•40m) : -o.CM ~] 
!(z"-f00~~t1 !1r:90111) = -o.oo;,3f-!l 
tagether with average wind qradients the Richardson numbers 
can be caloulated t 
Ri (z= so, z '=4om) =-o. 30 
Ri (z=100,z '=9om) =-0,88 
E2/Z 
Stability and wind-profile 
The Pasguill-category C was derived from synoptical data, the 
temperature lapse rate, radiation, and 6f16",-measurementa. 
Tamperature lapse rate: Jof~~~ • -.1.1 Ck-J 
!(»-Aoo~ • -0.007 ~] 
net radiation flux P:$ + 300 Watt/m2 
horizontal and 
vertical wind· fluctuations 
6'o (z=40 m) 
(100m) 
~ (z=40 m) 
(100m) 
18,0° 
11.20 
1o,8o 
9.40 
Monin-Obukhov lenqlh L and friction Velocity u• are derived from 
the temperature lapse rate. 
wind-pr6file 6o eo 100 150 fm] 
6,0 6,3 6,5 . 7 .o [m7s] 
wind-profile from similarity theory 
11(z) " 1[~,.~- 2~(~+4;)-~(f+m) + 
+ 2are~(r~) - ~] 
Tima-dependent wind-, temperature-, and turbulenoe .. data 
-~ - ----~ =!4 -~-3~:-~;; .. ~ .~ .: 
·~· ;gr_.:; ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ·.:.- . ,...: 
~ ~ ~ 
a a a 
0 0 0 
N <n 
H '' n 
.,o ., .. .r' 
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E3/3 
ouring the experiment also quantities like)üi'W•f andJWiT•J wer 
evaluted, hÖwever preoision was not high. 
3 
~ 
W1T1 
According to ut • ~ lu•w•l1 and La - ~ 
u* and L can be calculatedt 
2om-4om 
0,12 
30-60 0,105 ·0. 32 190m 
60-90 0,09 0,30 190m 
90-120 0,155 0, 39 14om 
second: L calculated from ü"w"i - and ;:("T'TT 1 
w'T' ~ L 
0-30 -0.01 .:!: 0,005 +293 m 
30-60 -0,01 .:!: 0,005 +245 m 
60-90 -0,01 .:!: 0,005 +202 m 
90-120 +0.01 .:!: 0.005 -443 m 
It is proposed to use the valuee of the ~ method t 
() 
,. 
\ 
' 
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Temperature profiles (1/2 h average values) in [0 C) 
t (mi~ z [m) 
~ 10 20 40 80 120 160 200 
0-30 19.7 19.6 19.5 19.3 19.2 19.2 19.5 
30-60 19.9 19,8 19,8 >19. 6 19,4 19.4 19.8 
60-90 20,0 20,0 19,8 19.7 19.4 19.3 19. 4 
90-120 19.7 19.7 19.6 19,5 19,2 19,0 18.8 
Geostrophic wind (hourly! 1 
t (min) Uq cl.q 
-60 8,6 m/s 141° 
0 8. 4 m/s 131'0 
60 7. 9 m/s 140° 
120 8.0 m/s 148° 
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'desired output 
The time-integrated air-concentrations close to the ground 
shall be calculated at the points of intersectiOn of a polar-
coordinate qrid c 
the values of r are 
ri= {loo, 2oo, 3oo, 4oo, 6oo, sec, 1000, .1200, 1600, 2000, 2400, 
3000, 3600, 4400, 5400} (m] {i=l 1 15) 1 
the values of Cf are qiven by 
Where fo is an "averaqe dispersion direction" with "geographic" 
angle deflnition (north=oo), 
for experiment n Cf'0 "' ..f90° 
a {-4so, -42.5°, ..•. , oo, +2.5°t ... +45°} 
(2.5°- steps), 
The calculated concentration ~alues ~;I (r 1 ,'t j) tagether 
with the coordinates r 1 and fj shall be written on a 
magnetlo tape ("' p,El/6), 
E3/1 
Experiment 3 E3 
constant emission (source-term) for 2h 
souroe heightt ?9 =80 m % 
source tenn t 0==2 uni ts/H 
beginning of release: to a 0 min 
start sampling, run ltt 11 = 45 min 
stop sampling, run :t21 = 75 min 
start sarnpling, run 2t t_12 • 75 min 
.stop sarnpling, run 2tt22•105 min 
maximwn downwind distance of sampling devices: ~.~sooo m 
The time-inteqrated concentrations in the air close to the ground 
(at a height of 1m) shall be calculated at given points downwind 
of the source. 
The sampling-(integration-) time fntervals of the two runs are 
t.toi = t21- ~+t a.nd. t..-1:2. .. t~- tli:Z. • 
Topoqraphy 
Roughness-lengtht z0 • 0.2 m 
Zero displaaements d • 0 m 
Uniform, flat rural terrain, 
Writinq on maq-tabe 
IEXP 
IPHA 
IR 
JPHI 
CINT 
Writinq scheme 
E2/6 
experiment-no.: (here=2) 
run-no.: (here only =1) 
index of radius 
IR=l, IRMAX=15 
r 1 takes the values given on page 
E2/5 . 
index o~ angle 
JPHI=l,. JPHIMX=37 
flj takes the values given on page 
E2/5 
time-integrated concerltration close 
to the ground. 
WRITE(l,l\'1\'!)IEXP,IPHA,IRMAX,JPHIMX 
001\'1 IR=l,IRMAX 
002!11 JPHI=l,JPHIMX 
WRITE ( 1 , 2!111)) CINT (IR, JPHI) 
2\'1 CONTINUE 
1\'1 CONTINUE 
1~ FORMAT{I2,I2,I3,I3} 
2~ FORMAT(E14.4) 
track-tape, 1600 BPI, NOLABEL 
Stability and wind-erofile 
E ?./.l 
Near neulral, sllghtly stable stratlfication, Pasquill-
ca tegory 0-E, 
tlme-averaged temperature lapse rateo A:: • -o.S'G~J 
~ 1: (Ao- ~~~~) .. + o.oo.r~a 
T= 2o0 c, cloud amountr 100%, at n<;>on. 
Mixing-heigM hm ~ 200 m, 
Complete data for Wind-profile, temperature-profile, and 
6' ... 1 6'e. 1 6'u. are qi ven on paqe E3/ 4 and 5. 
Honin-Obukhov lenqth L and fr ictlon velocity u•' 
From z0e0,2 m and ! 
!,=+200(±50)m, 
e+0,005t:J followsa 
Byusing ~ • ~(1~) and ;~(z~25m)=O,o5[~ 
the frictlon Velocity can be calculatedo 
u~~0,3 m/s 
More precise half-hour average values are givet1 on the followinq 
paqe. 
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E3/8 
desired output Writinq on maq-tape 
The time-integrated' air concentrations close to the ground 
shall be calculated at the points of intersection of a polar-
coordinate grid 1 
Both runs (E3/A and E3/B) shall be calculated separately, 
the values of l"' are 
r 1 • (200, 400, 800, 1200, 1600, 2000, 2400, Jooo, 3600, 44!>?• 
5400, 6600, 8000, 10000} (m] <1•1 114) 
the values of ce at:e 
IEXP 
IPHA 
IR 
JPHI 
CINT 
experiment-no, 1 (here.,.3) 
run-no. 1 (here=1 1 2) 
index of radius 
IR=1, IRMAX=14 
r i tak.es the values qiven on page 
EJ/7 
index of angle 
JPI!I=1, JPHIMX=25 
lfj takes the values gi ven on 
page EJ/7 
time-integrated ooncentration close 
to t.he ground. 
Writinq scheme 
I ~- ~ +Cfo , where f0 is an "avera<Je dispersion direction" 
with ••geographic" angle definition {north=0°). 
for experiment EJ : <f0 • 292.
0 
<fj = (-Joo, -27,5o, .. , , oo, +2,5°, .. , +JOD) 
( 2, 5 - degree s teps) , 
The calculated concentration values c~1 (r i''l'j) together with 
the coordinates r 1 and tlj shall be written on a magnetic 
tape {-> p.EJ/8), 
Experiment 4 E4 
con~tant emission (source-term) for 1h 30 1 
source heighto h8 • 115m 
source-termt 0 • 1 unit/h 
' beg inning of releBS!! 1 t 0 = 0 min 
start of samplingr 
end of samplinq 1 
t 1 •30 min 
t 2 =90 min 
maximum distance of sampling devices downwind of 
souroe r - 5000 m. 
The time-integrated concentrations in the air close to the '9rounC 
surface (at a heiqht of 1 m) shall be calculated at qiven points 
downwind of the souroe. 
The samplinq-(integration-) time intervall is 6t=t2.-t 1=60 min, 
Topographyt 
Roughness~lenqth z
0 
• 0,6 m 
Zero displacement d • o m 
flat country with houses and trees,. 
00 1 IPHA=1 I 2 
WRITE (1,1~) IEXP ,IPHA,IRMAX,JPHIMX 
00, 11'! IR=1,IRMAX 
00 21'! JPHI=1,JPHIMX 
WRITE ( 1, 2~)CINT(IR,JPHI} 
21'! CONTINtlE 
11'! CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
11'!j1) FORMAT(I2,I2,I3,I3) 
2j1)j1) FORMAT(E14,4) 
-track tape, 1600 BPI, NOLABEL 
Stability and wind-profile 
Elt/2. 
The Wind-profile does not fit very well to similarity theory 
prof iles, and therefore s tabili ty- and Monin-Obukhov length-
determination was carried out by calculation of the bulk-
Richardson number. 
k..!_:_70 [m) (from bulk-Richardson number) 
u•= 0. 7 [m/s) (from Wind-profile z=0-30 m) 
these numbers correspond to a J?asguill-cateqorx B-C. 
the mixing-height was meaSuredt hm = 800 m. 
'rhe high wind-Qpeed at a height of z • 60 m, however, makes 
a lower. unstability (!:.:Q instead of J!::.Sl more probable, 
Standard deviatidli\ of wind-vector 
at a heiqht of 115 mo 
'fv • 1. 35 (m/s] 6'o • s.eo 
i;., = o. 72 [m/s] Ii+ • 4. 70 
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E4/lt 
wind- and temperature-data of the experiment E4 desired output 
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The time-integrated air concentrations close to the ground shall 
be calculated at the points of intersection of a polar-coordinate 
gridt 
the values of r are 
r 1• (2oo, 4oo, 600, eoo, tooo, 12oo, t6oo, 2000, 24oo, Jooo, 36oo, 
440, 54oo, 6600, eooo, 10000, 12000, 14000, 16ooo, 20000) /m/ 
(i = 1 ,20) 
the values of ., are 
where 4l is an "averaqe dispersion direction" 
with geoqraphic angle definition (north = oo,). 
for experiment E4 : Cf,:: -120' 
1/,1 ~ {-300, -21.50, 00, +2,5o, .. , + JoO) 
I 
(2,5- degree-steps), 
The calculated conct;!ntra ;!an values CTI (r 1 , f j) tagether wi th 
the coordina~es r 1 and cpj shall be written on a maqnetic ta,pe 
{+ p, E4/5), 
Wr 1 tinq on magnette tape 
IEXP 
IPHA 
IR 
JPHI 
CINT 
experiment-no. (here=4) 
run-no, (here only=1) 
index of radius: 
IR~1, IRMAX=29) 
r 1 tak.es the values given on page 
E4/4 
index of anglet 
JPHI~1, JPHIMX=25 
~j takes the values given on page 
E4/4 
time-integrated concentration close 
to the ground 
W;r i tinq scheme 
WRITE (1,1~) IEXP,IPHA,IRMAX,IPHIMX 
00 19) IR=1 ,IRMAX 
DO 29) JPHI~1 ,JPHIMX 
WRITE (1 ,29)9)) CINT (IR,JPHI) 
29) CONTINUE 
19) CONTINUE 
19)9) FORMAT (!2, !2, I3, I3) 
29)9) FORMAT (F.14, 4) 
9-track tape, 1600 BPI, NOLABEL 
